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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A carbon neutrality strategy that builds effective stakeholder engagement into its core operations can position the University of Michigan as an exemplar leader in community engagement at a time when many cities and peer universities are now launching their carbon neutrality strategies. Done well, the University of Michigan will benefit from support, information, and participation from a wide array of key external constituents. Done poorly, the University will miss critical greenhouse gas reduction opportunities, face community opposition, and make decisions with more limited information. This report utilized in-person interviews with key University of Michigan stakeholders, phone interviews with administration officials at peer universities, workshops and trainings with University of Michigan personnel and community-engaged learning experts, an online survey to an initial list of over 150 recipients and an ultimate yield of 214 responses, and literature reviews.

The two key priorities of external collaboration are to ensure that the proper skills, knowledge, and support are brought to the University and to create an inclusive process that allows impacted and vulnerable communities to be aware of this effort and have voice in its implementation. Two associated priorities are to 1) identify collaboration opportunities to be gained and potential obstacles to be overcome and 2) build buy-in among critical stakeholders.

The overwhelming majority of our survey respondents (72%) valued the University of Michigan's carbon neutrality plan as either “extremely important” or “very important,” and 96% expressed a desire to be involved in the University’s efforts going forward. Alumni (16%) were the most frequent respondents to our survey, followed by Non-Profit Groups (15%), Private Industry Members and Groups (14%), Other Universities and Colleges (10%), and City Government and Policy Groups (9%). Topics of most interest included “external collaboration” and “social and environmental justice” as well as sustainable and long-term financing mechanisms, setting clear goals and timelines, commuting and staff/students traveling, and education.

The global pandemic creates budgetary and operational challenges that place a premium on external collaboration and partnerships. This report recommends four specific strategies that can help the University engage its wide network of external stakeholders in carbon neutrality efforts, listing specific attributes and acknowledging distinct challenges regarding development of metrics and cost projections.

First, the University should integrate carbon neutrality priorities and the external engagement activities needed to sustain them into both new senior level administrative positions and existing organizational structures and community engagement initiatives. We also recommend the University combine campus culture and external engagement under one heading of communication and education and seek to turn all such activity into an educational opportunity where possible.

Second, the landscape of the external community for the top priority emissions reductions should be more carefully mapped, establishing priorities and typologies of constituent communities.

Third, specifically tailored engagement strategies should be developed with a consideration of the varied interests of different stakeholder groups as well as consideration of the resource differentials among the three U-M campuses.

Fourth, and finally, clear feedback channels should be created to allow “passive engagement”: the ability of constituents to provide input and feedback on their own initiative and not always in response to University outreach efforts.

Though effective external engagement is a long-term process, there are numerous opportunities for significant yet early wins that can be accomplished in the short term. This report outlines those next steps, which include considerations for staffing, strategy, and operations.
Overview of the External Collaboration Challenge

Effective external collaboration is critically important because carbon reduction requires partnerships to be successful. Done well, the University will benefit from support, information, and participation from a wide array of external constituents. Done poorly, the University will miss reduction opportunities, face opposition, and make decisions with more limited information. External collaboration involves multi-directional partnerships that must be selected strategically and involve both engagement and communication with stakeholders. It is our hope that the University will establish a model of leadership for community engagement that other universities will choose to emulate. With that aspiration in mind, the key priorities of external collaboration for carbon neutrality are fourfold:

1. Assure that the proper skills, knowledge, and support are brought to the University to achieve carbon neutrality (e.g., energy, buildings, food, commuting, and operations), both on the University of Michigan campuses (Ann Arbor, Flint, and Dearborn) and through multi-directional partnerships with local and regional communities.
2. Create an inclusive process that allows impacted and vulnerable communities to be aware of this effort and have voice in its implementation.
3. Identify collaboration opportunities and potential obstacles that can be overcome.
4. Cultivate an environment in which all relevant stakeholders’ concerns and objections are addressed and accounted for, throughout the project, to ensure the delivery of viable proposed solutions for the overall long-term success of the project, taking into account the complex social, political, technical, and economic landscapes in which the University acts and operates.

The global pandemic creates budgetary and operational/physical plant challenges that place a premium on external collaboration and partnerships. In addition, there are several challenges for this team in developing its conclusions that are unique among the internal analysis teams (IATs):

1. External collaboration is not an effort that will directly reduce greenhouse gas emissions in the same way that other efforts can (such as building standards or energy consumption). However, external collaboration and communication are critically important to the success of such efforts. For that reason, we see the role of this team and any future effort as both to a) coordinate with other President’s Commission on Carbon Neutrality (PCCN) teams and identify and prioritize external partners with whom to collaborate and b) engage additional external partners that are critical for the success of the University’s carbon neutrality efforts.
2. The timing and tone of external collaboration must be done with sensitivity to the differing needs and interests of the various stakeholders, both in the external community and across the three campuses (Ann Arbor, Dearborn, and Flint). In our work, we were careful not to initiate contact that would set expectations within external communities that would not be fulfilled in the short term.
3. We must recognize the effect that the COVID-19 pandemic has had on efforts at external engagement and the ongoing role it may play in future engagement activities. For example, all our team meetings as of early March were conducted virtually, and our survey data was collected while the world was experiencing the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic. Although our team was still able to collect data and visit representatives of the UM-Dearborn campus community, we regrettably were not able to do the same at UM-Flint. Future engagement activities must be designed with the expectation that some level of restraint on in-person interaction may remain in place.
These challenges aside, this final report summarizes the team’s findings and offers recommendations for future efforts at external collaboration. For background, see Appendix A for the Start-up Report and Appendix B for the Interim Report.

Key Findings and Conclusions
Three key topics give structure to the External Collaboration Internal Analysis Team’s efforts and this report: 1) Whom to engage, 2) What to engage about, and 3) How to engage. To address these topics, the team consulted with experts, reviewed the literature of established protocols, conducted a detailed network mapping exercise, performed a review of peer school activities (see Appendix C for a list of peer institutions and Appendix D for our peer school analysis process), implemented a web-based survey for external constituents (see Appendix E for details of the survey questions and Appendix F for survey results), and coordinated with other PCCN IATs. With this work completed, we offer key findings and conclusions in each of the three topic areas.

1. Whom to engage?
External collaboration can strategically engage partners who play critical roles in emission mitigation efforts by having authority, influence, or control over emissions and their reduction. Having a data-driven constituency map and emissions reduction strategy must guide this work. The PCCN is developing emissions projections and cost-effectiveness estimates that will guide the priority of various strategies, and external collaboration is a key to successful implementation. As part of our network mapping exercise to identify key strategic partners, we identified categories of stakeholder type, specific constituents within each category, and their relevance for the University’s transition to carbon neutrality. The categories are: Government Officials, Business and Vendors, Non-Profit and Community Groups, Academic Unit Advisory Boards, U-M Alumni, Peer Universities, Unions, Foundations, and others.

To further develop a database of external stakeholders, a survey of organizations was sent by email on February 28, 2020, to constituents identified in this mapping spreadsheet (see Appendix E for survey instrument). Survey distribution was aided by U-M Business Engagement, Government Relations, Alumni Relations, and Foundation Relations; by social media and web promotion by the Graham Institute and the City of Ann Arbor; and by a request to recipients to both share the survey and suggest additional organizations we should contact (60 additional contacts were received in this way). We offered incentives for completion (a gift card raffle to 10 randomly chosen respondents). In total, 214 fully or partially completed responses were analyzed on April 10, 2020. The survey of organizational respondents, which was considered exempt research by the Institutional Review Board (IRB), remained open through the summer of 2020, and a follow-up analysis will be provided if the number of new responses warrants it.

Question 1 of the survey collected detailed contact information for 138 organizations who have voluntarily agreed to participate in future efforts (the full survey results are available in the PCCN MBox in the folder “Confidential Materials for Internal Use Only”). For survey question 2, Alumni (16%) were the most frequent respondents, whereas Unions (1%) and University Service Providers (1%) were least represented. The rest of the participation was as follows: Non-Profit Groups (15%), Private Industry Members and Groups (14%), Other Universities and Colleges (10%), City Government and Policy Groups (9%), and Community Groups (8%) (see Appendix F, Figure 1, Q2, n = 187).
2. What to engage about?
While the three campuses represent distinct social, political, and technical environments, and thus different sets of partnership opportunities and challenges, our survey revealed specific issues that can guide future efforts:

The majority of respondents (72%) valued the University of Michigan’s carbon neutrality plan as either “extremely important” (43%) or “very important” (29%) (see Appendix F, Figure 2, Q4, n = 101).

Social issues, such as “External collaboration” and “Social and environmental justice” were the topics in which respondents felt their input would be most valuable. More technical issues, such as “Carbon offsets,” “Campus building standards,” and “Campus commuting” were issues in which respondents showed the least interest (see Appendix F, Figure 3, Q3, n = 269).

An overwhelming 96% of respondents expressed a desire to be involved in the University’s carbon neutrality efforts (see Appendix F, Figure 4, Q5, n = 101).

The majority of respondents (72%) expressed interest in engaging with the Ann Arbor campus, whereas 17% expressed interest in the Dearborn campus, and 12% expressed interest in the Flint campus (see Appendix F, Figure 5, Q6, n = 127).

Seventy-eight respondents offered commentary and suggestions on carbon neutrality related issues and concerns of potential barriers (see Appendix F, Figure 6, Q7, n = 78). The issues mentioned most frequently included:

- Nineteen respondents had concerns about building a **sustainable and long-term financing mechanism** for the U-M carbon neutrality plan and divesting from fossil fuel companies.
- Fifteen respondents mentioned the importance of **setting clear goals and timelines** for achieving U-M carbon neutrality with ambitious targets that take early actions to address the urgency of climate change.
- Nine respondents expressed concern about the carbon impact of **commuting and staff/students traveling**, stressing the need for improved commuting options that reduced or eliminated related carbon emissions.
- Nine respondents identified culture and behavior change across the entire campus as an imperative that could be achieved through **education**.
- Eight respondents felt that U-M should take the resilience of multiple communities into consideration, engage vulnerable groups in the discussion, and address **environmental and social justice** in the plan.
- Eight respondents mentioned the operational and administrative challenges of carbon neutrality and suggested U-M create an **executive-level officer** to drive implementation.
- Seven respondents mentioned that U-M should **collaborate** with city and county governments as well as solution providers to achieve carbon neutrality.
- Four respondents thought that U-M should support the **research efforts** on carbon neutrality related to commuting, food, the social cost of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, and offsets to bring the power of our research abilities to bear.
- Three respondents suggested that U-M be **transparent** about disclosing information, in communicating with the public, and by providing an open feedback process for stakeholders.
- Several **solution providers** suggested opportunities in collaboration on data analysis, community engagement, energy sourcing, housing, and commuting.
3. How to engage?

To achieve its goals, the University will need to collaborate with many stakeholders regarding specific carbon mitigation strategies that require external action, commercially available solutions, key performance indicators, boundary or scope issues, symbolic or pilot actions, financing, education, and inclusive communication regarding a wide range of points of view among diverse stakeholders. External collaboration can take a wide range of partnership forms, from technology demonstrations to fundraising to recognition programs.

Process questions related to engagement are of the utmost importance in developing an outreach plan. Internal (campus culture) and external engagement should go hand in hand. The University has established protocols for vendor contracting, but commercial entities will also want to participate in stakeholder processes. Conflicts of interest must be managed in a transparent fashion. Regarding community-based or government engagement, many scholarly frameworks, such as those from the U-M Ginsberg Center and U-M Center for Academic Innovation, can guide broader engagement, particularly with underrepresented constituencies. The post-COVID-19 situation will make the burden of participation more difficult for many of our typical constituencies. Though very few specifically discuss external engagement in the context of climate change and sustainability, we consulted with experts and reviewed established protocols for external communication to develop an engagement framework that covers three phases of climate-related multi-directional community engagement: 1) Best Practices for Entering Communities, 2) Best Practices for Engaging Communities, and 3) Best Practices for Closing Engagement with Communities (see Appendix G for more details). The process of engagement will be discussed in more depth in our recommendations.

Prioritized External Collaboration Recommendations Summary

We make four recommendations to help the University of Michigan effectively engage its wide network of external stakeholders in carbon neutrality efforts. We also recommend removing barriers between internal and external engagement. While these recommendations are intertwined, we discuss a series of prioritized steps. First, U-M should integrate carbon neutrality priorities and the external engagement activities needed to sustain them into both new and existing organizational structures and community engagement initiatives. Second, to connect to the most effective mitigation measures, the landscape of the external community for the top priority emissions reductions should be more carefully mapped, establishing priorities and typologies of constituent communities. Third, specifically tailored engagement strategies should be guided by a consideration of the interests of both the stakeholder and the University as well as consideration of the resource differentials among both stakeholders and the three U-M campuses. Finally, clear feedback channels should be created to allow constituents to provide input and feedback on their own initiative and not always in response to U-M outreach efforts.

Within each of the recommendations listed below, we discuss specific attributes (such as organizational structure considerations, equity, and justice considerations) while also acknowledging distinct challenges in the development of external engagement metrics and cost projections, both of which are challenges we found in our peer school analysis.

For costs, Appendix I provides an overview of some available data on the financial costs for external engagement, but a few special considerations are important to address. In particular, we see an overriding objective of economizing on this effort, using as many in-house resources as possible (particularly in our post-COVID-19 financial reality); a distinct need for funds to be provided to the Flint and Dearborn campuses as available capacity may be limited; and a benefit of contracting out certain activities to obtain professional standards of engagement.
Ultimately, the financial calculation for external collaboration must be done by U-M Finance once decisions are made about the targets, likely needed collaborations, and their form.

For metrics to measure the success and impact of certain external engagement strategies, we found that peer universities were also struggling. Throughout all the reports gathered and interviews conducted, no institution seems to have a handle on measurement tactics. Corey Hawkey, the Assistant Director of Sustainability Practices at Arizona State University, which is ranked #1 in terms of sustainability innovation, even spoke to the gap in available research and methodology: “We [ASU] haven’t fully mastered whether our engagement is successful yet, and to be honest I don’t really know who’s done this well.”13 Regardless, he also touched on some potential indicators of whether or not programs are successful at engaging stakeholders. Cornell and Penn State University also have programs that could be models. These indicators are dependent on what the University is trying to accomplish through outreach and could include: carbon reductions, stakeholder relationship strength, duration of involvement in programs, number of participants in programs, satisfaction rates, production measures, and amount of resources applied.14

**Recommendation #1: Develop Organizational Capacity for External Collaboration**

Our analysis of peer institutions found no “one-size-fits-all” approach to external engagement. Many peer universities included “external/public engagement” in their mission statements and sustainability planning frameworks toward achieving carbon neutrality, but approaches varied. Our organizational capacity recommendations are that U-M 1) develop both centralized and decentralized capacity, 2) utilize existing capacity where possible, 3) combine campus culture and external engagement under one heading of communication and education, and 4) seek to turn all such activity into an educational opportunity where possible. Some peer universities have Offices of Sustainability or Sustainability Committees that handle external engagement on sustainability alongside existing duties to oversee program planning, metric tracking, and campus coordination. Those with particularly strong frameworks for planning and engagement highlight a “transdisciplinary approach” and view this approach as demonstrating a “holistic co-creation of knowledge between disciplines to solve real-world problems.”15

As such, we recommend U-M create a dedicated senior-level executive position for carbon neutrality for the overall U-M system, with a dedicated position at each of the U-M campuses. This executive role would assume responsibility as primary spokesperson for communication to both internal and external constituencies and lead an organization that should also allow specific academic units or functional units (i.e., PCCN building efficiency, commuting, or energy purchasing) to develop their own engagement plans for connecting with vendors and others impacted by their efforts. There is a commonality between the executive team proposed in this report and the M-LIST proposal in the Campus Culture and Communication Internal Analysis Team report. In many ways, the distinction between internal and external communication is blurry at best, and efforts could be redundant. We therefore recommend that future communication be highly coordinated if not merged between these functions and teams under the heading of communication and education.

To provide mission clarity and leadership, the proposed U-M executive would need to be an advocate for the carbon neutrality goals and program by acting as the visible spokesperson of the effort to both internal and external communities and by coordinating across all University of Michigan campuses and operations (including online instruction to the extent that these operations have the potential to add to the carbon emissions). As a change agent, the executive would need business acumen, leadership qualities, and a strong, diverse network. The executive would need to understand the unique operations of a large university with a large health system and athletic program and to work with the deans and campus administration as
neutrality priorities are cross important buy neutrality priorities into new and existing community of university culture to increase the sustainability of social change efforts. Nor do they consistently integrate these efforts into the reward structures articulating units. However, academic research on community engagement efforts in universities Community success on U... broader community of stakeholders U... and external collaboration, network and power mapping would come first. The office would map key partners and stakeholders U-M should engage to best achieve carbon neutrality goals while maintaining its goals of inclusivity in close coordination with existing U-M units.

The University has staff experts who routinely engage and have long-standing relationships with many stakeholders. Thus, the following administrative units should be integral to the partnership and communication strategy for carbon neutrality: U-M Government Relations, U-M Business Engagement and Unit-Specific Staff, U-M Alumni Association and Unit-Specific Staff, U-M Foundation Relations, U-M Office of Sustainability, and U-M Parking and Transportation Services. Each of these entities has extensive customer management databases of contacts.

In addition to the proposed central leadership office, on-the-ground capacity on each U-M campus is needed to understand and respond to unique situations. As U-M moves toward carbon neutrality, U-M needs to respect the Flint and Dearborn campuses’ autonomy while providing equitable resources. U-M should also think about the business models for how faculty, staff, and students understand what their structural needs might be (e.g., commuter versus residential student body, budget implications of work on the carbon neutrality activities for faculty, staff, and stakeholders). The PCCN’s initial visits to these campuses for virtual town halls or other engagement should be followed up to gain valuable campus-specific input and buy-in for next steps.

The Campus Culture and Communication Internal Analysis Team recommends that engagement with the campus community be done in a fashion that turns the campus into a “living-learning lab.” We recommend that the alignment of carbon neutrality efforts with the University’s teaching and research mission be expanded to include engagement with the broader community of stakeholders, many of whom are critical to our emission reduction success on U-M campuses.

Community-engaged learning is already a part of the mission and philosophy in some U-M units. However, academic research on community engagement efforts in universities “rarely articulated a coherent conceptual framework for how these initiatives will be used to support social change efforts. Nor do they consistently integrate these efforts into the reward structures of university culture to increase the sustainability of the efforts.” Therefore, integrating carbon neutrality priorities into new and existing community-engaged learning activities can build important buy-in among staff, faculty, and administration. Our interviews confirmed that carbon neutrality priorities are cross-cutting, intersecting other important issues like resilience, equity,
and emergency preparedness—therefore, they should not contradict existing University priorities.

Special attention should be paid to engaging underrepresented communities most at risk to climate change impacts or impacted by U-M mitigation decisions. Each U-M campus (Ann Arbor, Dearborn, Flint, online learning communities, and future Detroit campuses) must be engaged in carbon neutrality efforts for them to be successful. Our efforts could be bolstered by broader cooperation with other universities.

For external collaboration in particular, peer institutions and the literature did not offer much in the way of key metrics for effectiveness beyond a variety of operational measures (e.g., number of engagements, participation level, satisfaction surveys, etc.). In the peer universities we examined (Penn State and Cornell University stand out as possible exemplars), external collaboration was discussed as a key to success, particularly with municipalities. But overall, this is a fairly new domain, making established metrics hard to come by. For the success of U-M’s efforts, maintaining communication with peer institutions will be an opportunity for developing more concrete metrics and a list of best practices. In addition, U-M’s DEI initiative has been able to create both top-down and bottom-up approaches that can inform our carbon neutrality efforts. And finally, U-M has learned a lot in managing the COVID-19 pandemic about culture change, communication, and collaboration across units in short periods of time.

Potential metrics to assess progress could include carbon emissions reduced by efforts with partner engagement; the number and type of external partners engaged; the number of faculty, student, or staff FTEs devoted to this task; the extent to which carbon neutrality engagement is incorporated into the reward structures of existing functions on campus; satisfaction surveys of engaged partners; and the volume and efficacy of carbon neutrality education and research.

**Specific Strategies:**

1. Create a senior administrative position on Communication and Education that spans both internal and external constituencies. Such a position, and associated working groups, should be developed at each campus (Ann Arbor, Flint, and Dearborn) with an exchange of information and expertise among them.

2. Articulate a clear framework for how community engagement efforts contribute to University goals around teaching, research, and service.

3. Develop a set of public engagement criteria and associated metrics as an integrated strategy to fulfill engagement goals with centralized data tracking while paying attention to environmental justice issues surrounding mitigation strategies.

4. Recognize that the COVID-19 pandemic will make in-person engagement more difficult and virtual methods will become more important.

**Recommendation #2: Initiate Targeted Network Mapping and External Engagement**

The general attitude toward U-M carbon neutrality among survey respondents was positive. However, the stakeholders contacted for the study were not comprehensive. There was likely a self-selection bias (i.e., those with the strongest opinions were likely to respond), and the results likely favor constituents that have had a prior relationship with the University or are already engaged with sustainability issues. Furthermore, our objective was to develop a snapshot of the external constituent landscape without beginning full engagement.

Based on these limitations, U-M should make a more concerted effort to identify and characterize the interests of the U-M external stakeholder community while also identifying missing groups such as underrepresented communities and constituents linked to the Dearborn and Flint campuses. We recommend starting with our database of key stakeholders developed through our network mapping exercise and survey. Faculty at the UM-Dearborn and UM-Flint
campuses should be likewise consulted. Using a “snowball mapping” process, the University can then utilize these relationships to further broaden its network of external partners. Furthermore, internal functions, such as those mentioned under Recommendation #1, can assist in identifying and contacting key constituencies. Once developed, the landscape analysis should include the creation of a power map\textsuperscript{17} of constituents based on priority and type. For example, it has become clear to us through our interviews that partnerships with the local municipalities in which each campus is situated is of paramount importance.

The COVID-19 response and economic downturn will complicate engagement with constituencies around the U-M campuses, particularly with the Flint community. Through our past experience and consultation with experts, the best entry into the Flint community would be to seek Flint partners who invite U-M personnel to join with them. To identify these partners, U-M will want to use the network mapping exercise to connect the purpose of the engagement to the groups that have a stake in participation. The U-M School of Public Health, for example, has long-standing relationships at the Dean’s Advisory Committee level with Genesee County government and local community-based organizations like Community Based Organization Partners (CBOP) and Community Organizations for Family and Youth (COFY), and the public schools. Other U-M academic units and faculty that have similar long-standing research partnerships should be sought out, and the faculty principal investigators (PIs) might provide advice and introductions.

Regarding virtual engagement, the California state government recently provided a training conference with best practices for community engagement.\textsuperscript{18} For the general public in Flint, faith-based organizations, Flint organizations’ social media, public TV, and radio can be helpful in addition to outreach with key leaders. On sustainability topics, many of the relevant stakeholders have been organized around water and justice issues.

Flint is a sophisticated community in terms of working in equitable community-academic partnerships. In the public health field, community review boards for proposed research projects have been initiated, and NGOs understand that they should be engaged at all phases of project development and should also have a budget for their involvement and for participants’ time. Flint residents have a complicated relationship with U-M and other external partners. U-M has taken up prominent real estate in town, which is not contributing to the community through taxes but in other ways. Because of the Flint water crisis, Flint residents are also more likely to be reluctant to engage with outside entities and will be seeking self-determination arrangements. Therefore, care must be taken with outreach, and the virtual requirements created by the COVID-19 pandemic make such efforts even more paramount.

Potential metrics to assess progress could include the number of stakeholders contacted and level of participation in each stakeholder category (e.g., labor union, state government, NGOs). Standardized metrics will vary across stakeholder groups and activities, especially in a post-COVID-19 environment in which several important groups will not have capacity for engagement. A further discussion of the Association for the Advancement of Sustainability in Higher Education (AASHE) STARS rating systems and public engagement metric tracking (which measures universities’ performance on a scale of 20 on activities such as participation in public policy, community service, continuing education, inter-campus collaboration, and more) can be found in Appendix L.

Specific Strategies:

1. Re-establish contact with constituents identified through the external collaboration team’s efforts to date (e.g., stakeholder interviews and survey) and other PCCN activities and expand the database to capture as clear a view of the landscape as possible.
2. Identify areas of interest and concern and stakeholder types and develop a power map of the landscape of relevant constituents (thereby identifying the level of interest and influence that stakeholders have regarding carbon neutrality). Consider risk management analyses.

3. Consult all relevant constituents with targeted outreach; focus on engaging stakeholders who will be most impactful to meeting the carbon neutrality goals. In particular, while some constituents who provide technical services to the University may be fairly easy to identify, those from underrepresented communities in and around the University may require a more concerted and proactive effort. Inclusivity considerations should be as important as technical and commercial considerations.

**Recommendation #3: Tailor Carbon Neutrality Communication and Education**

National opinion polls confirm that a majority of Americans (including in Michigan) support action to mitigate climate change. However, our interviews with external U-M stakeholders confirmed that the term carbon neutrality is not well-understood or prioritized for many. Differing levels of environmental awareness and views are prevalent among communities to be engaged by the University’s carbon neutrality efforts. Therefore, we recommend that any communication and outreach efforts be tailored to meet the distinct needs of various communities and should be multi-directional in nature.

Some stakeholders may be hesitant to engage with the University, either because they lack the time or resources, or they have been over-burdened by past engagement (e.g., communities suffering environmental injustices such as Flint, non-profits that frequently support student projects). Similarly, some stakeholders possess a deep knowledge of climate change and the methods for addressing it, while others may have limited or no knowledge. Outreach and communication efforts should recognize these obstacles and develop incentives, protocols, and processes that meet each community’s particular needs.

These considerations also apply to the three U-M campuses. Our interviews confirmed the presence of stark resource capacity differentials between each U-M campus, including staffing, financial resources, and structural incentives for faculty or student involvement in these topics. In addition, demographic and cultural differences between the three campuses demand a tailored carbon neutrality strategy for each campus rather than a “one-size-fits-all” approach. We recommend that the One University platform be used to open communication channels with each campus regarding carbon neutrality and sustainability initiatives to utilize existing capacity.

Strategies exemplified by peer institutions feature close collaboration, coordination, and resource sharing with the cities and communities in which they exist. Examples include public “town hall” forums or conferences; community service projects that provide learning or research opportunities; partnerships with third-party constituents that promote sustainability initiatives; newsletters and social media campaigns that share knowledge; and “living-learning labs” that provide places for students, faculty, and the public to convene, explore, and collaborate on solutions for sustainability topics and issues. Metrics would follow for such activities, tracking the number of outreach efforts undertaken, the number of constituents engaged, the types of communities those constituencies represent, and the effectiveness or quality of the engagement activity.

**Specific Strategies:**

1. Develop tailored communication and outreach programs for reaching the various stakeholder groups that are relevant to the U-M carbon neutrality goals. Acknowledge differences in baseline sustainability and carbon neutrality issues; meet stakeholders
where they are and facilitate education while employing cultural humility and shared
decision-making.

2. Utilize the One University platform as an existing capacity to open communication
channels with each campus regarding carbon neutrality and sustainability initiatives.

3. Create flexible engagement strategies with the input of underrepresented communities in
and around the U-M campuses managed by the senior representative in
recommendation #1; attend to social and environmental justice implications of mitigation
strategies, as survey respondents ranked this factor highly.

Recommendation #4: Expand Opportunities for External Stakeholder Input

Multi-directional feedback from external stakeholders allows for metric tracking, negotiation, and
input from diverse community organizations, recognizing the differentials in power, influence,
knowledge, and access to decision-making. Feedback channels play a crucial role in providing a
platform for public and community voices. The PCCN has provided access to public forums,
updates and reports, media information, and established public forums have provided public
comment to university decision-makers. In addition, the public engagement web page on the U-
M Planet Blue website21 functions as a central platform for community ideas for the on-campus
community. However, the platform may not be widely recognized or accessed by the full
community as the hub for all carbon neutrality-related matters, and technical or other barriers
may exist for impacted communities to participate in this fashion.

We recommend the University create and adapt feedback channels that invite input from the
external community in an inclusive manner. While we have highlighted environmental justice
considerations in each of the prior three recommendations, this fourth recommendation brings
such concerns to the forefront. While the University has a set structure for interactions and
solicitations from vendors and service providers, other stakeholders currently provide feedback
on U-M activities through surveys, town halls, Regents meetings, and other discussions with the
University. We recommend that special consideration be devoted to engaging communities that
may lack the resources, knowledge, or familiarity to communicate with the U-M campuses.
Open feedback channels and clear/reliable communication with external stakeholders will
ensure that individuals who are unable to participate in these forms can still weigh in. Ensuring
that feedback channels can be easily accessed by all stakeholders is not just best practice from
an equity perspective; it can also save the University time and money spent managing conflicts
that may occur from lack of representation or process concerns.

This recommendation creates some resource challenges of its own, but gatekeeping should be
minimized. U-M personnel have identified that they have been at times overwhelmed with
external inquiries regarding sustainability matters. We recommend that specific processes be
put in place to archive, prioritize, and monitor these requests and comments to ensure that the
University is capitalizing on all potentially beneficial partnerships.

Lessons from peer institutions and other entities (e.g., the UK health system) have shown the
value in being open to considerations and evidence-based ideas from “solution holders” as well
as underrepresented groups. By allowing for engagement initiated by others, some peer
universities have uncovered new pathways for resource discovery and have been able to
identify knowledge gaps in addressing stakeholder concerns. Such passive engagement has
been most helpful and welcomed when universities are looking into new options for engagement
activities. Key metrics for such engagement could include stakeholder relationship strength,
duration of involvement in programs, number of participants in programs, satisfaction rates,
production measures, amount of resources applied, etc.22 Detailed interview notes from Arizona
State University on passive engagement and partnership formation can be found in Appendix M
(Peer University Interview Notes).
Specific Strategies:

1. Build technical and organizational capacity for passive engagement to accept and respond to solution-holding constituencies not previously identified by the University.
2. Examine existing U-M feedback channels and adapt them as needed to encourage all stakeholders to appropriately weigh in, being especially attentive to climate justice considerations.
3. Widely advertise and communicate online feedback channels for external input while carefully managing expectations to avoid over-promising or diluting focus.

Next Steps

Drawing from our set of recommendations above, we highlight four next steps to be taken in the short term to initiate the External Collaboration aspect of the carbon neutrality program:

1. Create senior administrative positions on Communication and Education that span both internal and external constituencies at each campus (Ann Arbor, Flint, and Dearborn) with an exchange of information and expertise among them.
2. For high-priority emissions reductions, re-establish contact with organizations identified through the external collaboration team’s efforts (e.g., stakeholder interviews and survey) and U-M engagement experts (e.g., Business Engagement, Government Relations) and expand the database to capture as clear a view of the landscape as possible.
3. Develop tailored communication and outreach programs for reaching the various stakeholder groups that are relevant to the U-M carbon neutrality goals. Acknowledge differences in baseline sustainability and carbon neutrality issues; meet stakeholders where they are and facilitate education while employing cultural humility and shared decision-making.
4. Build technical and organizational capacity for passive engagement to accept and respond to constituencies not previously identified by the University, especially attentive to climate justice considerations and solutions holders.

A full High-Level Summary Matrix is provided in Appendix J.
APPENDIX A: Scope of Work and Start-Up Report

External Collaboration Team
Project Start-Up Report, October 23, 2019
Faculty Leads: Andrew Hoffman and Patricia Koman
Project Team: Gopichand Alla, Amelia Brinkerhoff, Zoie Chang, Wenjie Liu, Erin O’Shaughnessy, Mara Page, and Anya Shapiro

Proposed Scope of Work
To evaluate opportunities for collaborations focused on scaling and replicating high-impact solutions, the External Collaboration Internal Analysis Team (IAT) will a) coordinate with other PCCN IATs and to identify and prioritize external partners with which to collaborate for emissions reduction project development, review and implementation and b) identify and prioritize additional external partners that are critical for the success of the University’s Carbon Neutrality efforts. In this way, this team will act as both a catalyst partner for the other more topic-focused PCCN IATs and a boundary-spanning function to highlight additional communities and partners that should be engaged to anchor carbon neutrality more firmly within our communities and contribute to long-lasting beneficial relationships. We will strategically seek to establish new ties and take advantage of external ties which are already established through other units within the University with the goal of supporting the carbon neutrality emissions reductions and assessment of replicability and scaling.

The key priorities will be four-fold: 1) to assure that the proper skills, knowledge and support are brought into the Carbon Neutrality effort to assure success of the various components of this project (e.g., buildings, food, commuting, and operations), both on the University of Michigan campuses (Ann Arbor, Flint, and Dearborn) and their local and regional communities, 2) to create an inclusive process that allows impacted and vulnerable communities to be aware of this effort and have voice in its implementation (this will consider environmental justice and economic equity considerations), 3) to flesh out collaboration opportunities and identify potential obstacles which can be overcome, and 4) to create an environment in which all relevant stakeholder’s concerns and objections are addressed and accounted for throughout the project in order to ensure the delivery of viable proposed solutions for the overall long-term success of the project; thus, taking into account the complex social, political, technical and economic landscapes in which the University acts and operates.

One unique challenge for this team will be to coordinate with other PCCN IATs and other PCCN initiatives as they develop their methods and reports. Each of the IATs will presumably be reaching to external groups as well, and a key challenge will be to coordinate this effort and maximize insights gathered for scalability and replicability. The initial analysis will seek to identify both short-term and long-term relevant stakeholders for the overall objectives of the PCCN initiative and its various sub-components. After that first step is complete, a second round of analysis will consider other parties that are missing from this analysis. Once identified, and communicated to the various teams, initial outreach will seek to establish contact, interest
and possible avenues for collaboration. For this to succeed, this team requires some form of open on-going communication with the other IATs and broader university constituents in the PCCN initiative.

Another area of emphasis for scaling and replication will be forming networks with other Universities. Our team will coordinate with the PCCN on university consortia as well as seek other ways in which the University already has relationships with other colleges and universities. Because of the global nature of this work, we will seek to make the U-M solutions accessible to the other communities through our networks and maximize the impact of PCCN.

By April 2020, the External Collaboration IAT will deliver a proposed framework of strategies, solutions and best practices for the PCCN to consider moving forward in regards to encouraging and welcoming stakeholder input, managing affected party relations and forming valuable partnerships, and scaling and replicability of high-impact solutions in order to facilitate the future lasting success of the project. We anticipate a report that depicts both in graphical and narrative forms the most impactful approaches to achieve PCCN goals, metrics to be used, and the network of relevant external constituents to the efforts of the PCCN (e.g., local communities, subject matter experts, alumni, corporations, government, non-governmental organizations). Ultimately, this effort will include an array of possible outcomes presented from the team’s research, which will provide the PCCN with various options to adjust the scope of collaboration through an analysis of associated impact factors. The External Collaboration IAT will recognize areas in which the PCCN may have the ability to create a national or international impact among other highly regarded institutions, and identify opportunities where leadership and innovation in environmental stewardship would be beneficial for the University of Michigan to examine and act upon.

**Student Staffing Requirements**

The External Collaboration IAT needs a cohesive team of students who possess a certain demeanor or personality for reaching out and understanding the needs of external collaborators. These individuals will possess the skills for communicating orally and in writing, negotiating, understanding organizational or social structures and systems, and collaborating well with others. We anticipate needing one student skilled with spreadsheet-type analysis, data visualization and/or graphic design, and project management. Leadership skills as evidenced from leadership roles in student organizations are also highly desirable.

We are pleased to have students from the UM-Dearborn campus, and we note a need across the IATs to reach out to the UM-Flint campus.
APPENDIX B: Interim Report

External Collaboration Team
Interim Progress Report, January 29, 2020
Faculty Leads: Andrew Hoffman and Patricia Koman
Project Team: Gopichand Alla, Amelia Brinkerhoff, Zoie Chang, Wenjie Liu,
Erin O’Shaughnessy, Mara Page, and Anya Shapiro

Provide a brief summary of work to date.
The goals of the external collaboration team (from the charter) are to evaluate opportunities for collaborations focused on scaling and replicating high-impact solutions. Examples may include local and regional partnerships, collaborative education initiatives, and mitigation and resilience policy. Activities to date:

A. Began foundations for engagement for each of the three campuses: 1) Visited the UM-Dearborn campus and met with university faculty and staff, town officials, and student sustainability groups. Our IAT has two UM-Dearborn students; 2) Reached out to internal U-M units with outreach foci, such as business engagement, government affairs, alumni relations and foundation relations; and 3) Planning to visit the UM-Flint campus after PCCN chairs’ visit in February.

B. Coordinated across IATs to understand engagement needs: 1) Organized a Fall 2019 gathering of all student PCCN team members, and are planning a Winter Term gathering; 2) Began building relationships and capacity across the IAT student teams through team liaisons that attend other team meetings as needed; 3) Organized an external collaboration workshop with the U-M Ginsberg Center; and 4) Conducted initial needs survey of IAT faculty.

C. Conducted research: 1) Met weekly as a team, established sub-teams and communication channels; 2) Began developing an external constituent database; 3) Created interview guides and FAQ sheets for external engagement; 4) Participated in other outreach efforts to learn best practices (such as the City of Ann Arbor carbon neutrality events; the Commuting Team Transportation Town Hall in both Dearborn and Ann Arbor); 5) Began an analysis of peer campus activities related to carbon neutrality and external engagement; and 6) Developed a flowchart, action plan and report template to take us to completion on April 10.

What will the team be working toward the next few months? What key outcomes do you hope to have accomplished by mid-winter term 2020?

To provide options for future external collaboration that builds support for solutions, we have developed a final report template that will serve as our guide for the remaining time on this project. It comprises five main components: 1) Overall purpose, objectives and importance of external collaboration for the University’s efforts on carbon neutrality; 2) A network spreadsheet and map of relevant external constituents as well as contacts, interests and a hierarchy of priorities; 3) Information on best practices and options with regards to external collaboration (such as organizational structure, events or Key Performance Indicators); 4) An analysis of what
peer schools are doing on external collaboration and carbon neutrality; and 5) A cost estimate (based on dollars and time) of a range of future external collaboration options.

Provide a brief summary of the team’s key findings and preliminary thoughts on potential approaches to solving the challenge your team is addressing.

External collaboration will be critical to the success of any efforts that the University takes on carbon neutrality. We must coordinate and collaborate with key constituents that: 1) Possess certain skills, capabilities, and solutions that will be needed; 2) Are necessary partners for the accomplishment of our goals; and 3) May be impacted both materially and socially by the University’s activities, as an objective of inclusivity will be tremendously important for the future acceptance and success of our efforts. Our approach is to build on existing University relationships and to bring carbon neutrality issues to the fore, where appropriate. Many University of Michigan faculty have long-standing relationships with key external partners. The University of Michigan also has talented staff responsible for maintaining relationships with many of the key constituencies (e.g., government relations, alumni engagement, business engagement and foundation relations).

Joint action is necessary to achieve the goals of carbon neutrality. In some cases, a partner other than the University has the authority or responsibility for emissions reductions or other aspects of implementation (such as the city governments of Ann Arbor, Dearborn and Flint). In order to build and share knowledge, early engagement is imperative as more time yields the development of a fuller solution set by working through barriers and finding resources. Some external partners (e.g., city governments and direct energy service providers) may be especially interested in the particulars of the University’s decisions about the timing and approach to carbon neutrality. Other external partners may be more interested in providing solutions or understanding impacts once a framework is in place. A tailored approach aligned with the PCCN’s processes could generate a more positive response.

Early engagement may also be beneficial in terms of boosting community support, spearheading educational initiatives, providing vendors with needed lead time, and exhibiting transparent information sharing within the communities that encompass the three campuses. Educational programs and community-based outreach events concerning sustainability and carbon neutrality may be valuable in terms of fostering long-term relationships with meaningful and positive impacts for all those that our efforts will affect. Using a credible messenger to engage is important (e.g., Shared Services procurement official with purchase authority to convey needs to vendors).

It is likely that a tailored approach to external engagement may be necessary for each of the three University campuses and that key faculty and staff from the Dearborn and Flint campuses should provide consultation on the relevant differences and needs of each campus community. Attention will need to be paid to the internal and external structural incentives for participation, which may operate differently on each campus.

Briefly describe the team’s engagement and consultation efforts to date and how they might evolve over time.

See above.
Through the team’s work, have any new major challenges to the analysis become apparent?

We have been cognizant of the unique task of our team compared to that of others. While other IATs will conduct their own outreach, we see the major challenges in external engagement as centering on the need to be as inclusive as possible and to coordinate outreach so as not to overload external constituents. Timing of the engagement and its boundaries are an issue. We have been hesitant in our initial outreach efforts, not wishing to begin preliminary engagement with a constituent and then have no contact until the project is undertaken in full sometime in late 2020 or 2021 or to be unable to provide specifics about options under consideration before decisions have been made.

We have considered the diverse situational contexts of the Dearborn and Flint campuses and recognize the need to open discussion with them. We are actively learning from these unique environments through workshops and direct consultation. We need to be sensitive to balance inclusion with appropriate contact (both timing and participants). We also have concerns about how to coordinate our effort with potential important stakeholders such as the City of Ann Arbor and peer institutions who have already taken actions ahead of the University. While addressing efforts in external engagement, engagement with internal teams of students, faculty and staff should also be taken into consideration for future mobilization work.

We have begun to develop a survey rather than individual interviews to determine: 1) The level of interest in being involved with future carbon neutrality efforts; 2) The topics on which external constituents would like to be engaged (structured around the present PCCN team model); 3) The name and contact information for a person to be the main contact point; and 4) Assistance in identifying other external constituents who we should reach out to.

Our team has also discussed the issues surrounding confidentiality and the restrictions that the public nature of the report presents in gathering sensitive information. Although we are in favor of transparency and believe that sharing information with the public is beneficial for our efforts, we are cognizant of these restraints, and therefore wish to respect our stakeholder’s perspectives and are hesitant to guarantee confidentiality through our interview process which could present future challenges in our work.

How is the team including equity considerations in the work? Where have these considerations become apparent in the analysis thus far? What additional support or information does the team require to fully incorporate equity and climate justice considerations?

We see the inclusivity aspect of our task to be centrally focused on equity. We see a strong need to be as inclusive as possible in our external collaboration activities so as to assure complete and transparent communication with all stakeholders in our external community and to support options that include a climate justice perspective.

How is the team going about calculating costs and/or savings of the potential recommendations? How well prepared is the team to calculate these costs or savings? What additional support or information does the team require to calculate these costs and/or savings? What are the specific cost buckets related to your potential recommendations for which you will need financial analysis support?
This is a difficult question for our team. External engagement can take many forms (e.g., surveys, workshops, webinars, demonstrations, recognition programs, advisory panels, and communication efforts). It is unclear how broadly this activity will be handled by individual academic units of the University or if it will be housed in a special committee. The best we can foresee in accomplishing this task is creating some broad based estimates of person-hours and travel required for external collaboration and calculate an overall cost based on an hourly rate and other fixed costs (e.g., hosting, travel). We would appreciate a unified set of assumptions about how to estimate labor and indirect/overhead charges now and in the future (e.g., what discount rate to compare costs across a ten year or more period).
APPENDIX C: List of Peer Institutions

The University of Michigan uses several groups of similar institutions of higher education for purposes of comparison. Here are descriptions and member lists of three peer groups referenced in the Michigan Almanac. Private institutions are shown in italics. These lists were provided by Andy Berki, Director, Office of Campus Sustainability at University of Michigan.

1) **Official Peers** (list developed by U-M officials)

- Columbia University in the City of New York
- Cornell University
- Harvard University
- Johns Hopkins University
- Massachusetts Institute of Technology
- New York University
- Northwestern University
- Ohio State University
- Stanford University
- University of California, Berkeley
- University of California, Los Angeles
- University of Chicago
- University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
- University of Maryland-College Park
- University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
- University of Pennsylvania
- University of Southern California
- University of Texas at Austin
- University of Virginia-Main Campus
- University of Washington-Seattle Campus
- University of Wisconsin-Madison
- Yale University

2) **Association of American Universities (AAU)** is a non-profit association of the leading public and private research universities in the United States and Canada, listed with the year the school became a member in parenthesis. The Association of American Universities Data Exchange (AAUDE), a constituent group of the AAU, is comprised of the institutional research officers from each university.

- Boston University (2012)
- Brandeis University (1985)
- Brown University (1933)
- California Institute of Technology (1934)
- Case Western Reserve University (1969)
- Columbia University in the City of New York (1900)
- Cornell University (1900)
- University of California, Santa Cruz (2019)
- University of Chicago (1900)
- University of Colorado, Boulder (1966)
- University of Florida (1985)
- University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (1908)
- University of Iowa (1909)
- University of Kansas (1909)
- University of Maryland at College Park
• Dartmouth College (2019)
• Duke University (1983)
• Emory University (1995)
• Georgia Institute of Technology (2010)
• Harvard University (1900)
• Indiana University (1909)
• Iowa State University (1958)
• Johns Hopkins University (1900)
• Massachusetts Institute of Technology (1934)
• Michigan State University (1964)
• New York University (1950)
• Northwestern University (1917)
• Ohio State University (1916)
• Pennsylvania State University
• Princeton University (1900)
• Purdue University (1958)
• Rice University (1985)
• Rutgers University-New Brunswick (1989)
• Stanford University (1900)
• Stony Brook University – SUNY (2001)
• Texas A & M University (2001)
• Tulane University of Louisiana (1958)
• University at Buffalo – SUNY (1989)
• University of Arizona (1985)
• University of California, Berkeley (1900)
• University of California, Davis (1996)
• University of California, Irvine (1996)
• University of California, Los Angeles (1974)
• University of California, San Diego (1982)
• University of California, Santa Barbara (1985)
• University of Michigan (1900)
• University of Minnesota, Twin Cities (1908)
• University of Missouri, Columbia (1908)
• University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (1922)
• University of Oregon (1969)
• University of Pennsylvania (1900)
• University of Pittsburgh (1974)
• University of Rochester (1941)
• University of Southern California (1969)
• University of Texas at Austin (1929)
• University of Utah (1919)
• University of Virginia (1904)
• University of Washington (1950)
• University of Wisconsin-Madison (1900)
• Vanderbilt University (1950)
• Washington University in St Louis (1923)
• Yale University (1900)

Canadian university AAU members (not included in comparison groups in this publication)

• McGill University (1926)
• University of Toronto (1926)

Non-AAU affiliates of AAUDE

• Syracuse University
• University of Nebraska-Lincoln

3) The Big Ten, an athletic conference formed in 1896 by seven public and private universities. The Big Ten membership is currently 14, listed with the year the school joined the conference in
parenthesis. (Northwestern University is the only private institution now in the Big Ten. The University of Chicago, also private, was a charter member but left the conference in 1946.)

- Indiana University (1899)
- Michigan State University (1949)
- Northwestern University (1896)
- Ohio State University (1912)
- Pennsylvania State University (1990)
- Purdue University (1896)
- Rutgers University (2014)
- University of Illinois (1896)
- University of Iowa (1899)
- University of Maryland (2014)
- University of Michigan (1896)
- University of Minnesota (1896)
- University of Nebraska (2011)
- University of Wisconsin (1896)
APPENDIX D: Peer Institution Analysis Process

Schools Reviewed:
Big 10 Schools: Indiana University* Penn State University* University of Maryland Ohio State University* Northwestern University* University of Wisconsin* Michigan State University University of Iowa* University of Illinois* Rutgers University

Others: University of Virginia* Colorado State University* Arizona State University University of North Carolina*

Ivy Plus: Brown Dartmouth Columbia* Cornell Duke* Johns Hopkins* MIT Princeton* Stanford* University of Chicago* U of Penn* Yale*

UC3: Boston University California Institute of Technology Ohio State University* The State University of New York University of Arizona* The University of California* University of Colorado, Boulder* University of Connecticut* University of Maryland* University of Michigan* University of New Mexico* University of Utah* University of Washington* Washington University in St. Louis*

* Denotes Universities with hospital systems

Selection Process: Our team’s research was conducted by first evaluating the University of Michigan official list of Peer Schools (Appendix C), then we segmented the list by mapping various conferences and sustainability networks, such as Big Ten and Friends, Ivy Plus Consortium, and EPA Green Power Challenge. We then consulted accredited tracking databases such as Second Nature’s UC3 (University Climate Change Coalition; previously the ACUPCC) and AASHE STARS to get a sense of the entire landscape of work that other schools were doing on the topic of carbon neutrality. Our criteria for evaluation was then based on benchmarking various characteristics of the University of Michigan to more appropriately compare peer institutions and implementation feasibility to U-M campuses. These characteristics included size of student body, economic impact on local municipalities, square footage of campus and number of buildings, institution type, endowment, presence of a hospital or health system, cultural makeup of student body as well as the external community, and various environmental metrics like MTCO₂ emitted, and BTUs of energy consumption.
**Review Process:** To evaluate schools, we conducted a plan review of universities’ individual sustainability reports found on the universities’ websites to get a general sense of their mission, sustainability goals and timeframe for carbon neutrality (if applicable). We paid special attention to their "engagement" or "community partnerships" sections. Then we consulted their AASHE STARS report to view their ranking and view specific strategies that they reported for Public Engagement points. Members of our team conducted 3 phone interviews (before the pandemic made such contact more difficult) with Yale University, University of Maryland and Arizona State University.
APPENDIX E: Stakeholder Survey Questions

PCCN External Collaboration Stakeholder Survey

We are the External Collaboration Internal Analysis Team for the University of Michigan’s President’s Commission on Carbon Neutrality (PCCN). We invite you to participate in the following survey on the topic of the University of Michigan’s carbon neutrality plan. We are reaching out to you because you have been identified as a relevant constituent. We would greatly appreciate your contribution.

The survey takes ~5 minutes to complete. We will be giving out $25 Visa gift cards to ten randomly selected responses, in by Tuesday, March 24th.

The data we collect is purely for informational purposes; we may contact you at a later date. Our Survey has been reviewed by the University of Michigan Institutional Review Board (HUM00177552).

Q1. Please provide your contact information:
*Required
*Organization Name:
*Contact Name:
Contact Title:
Contact Phone Number:
*Contact E-Mail:
Organization Website:

Q2. Which category(ies) do you feel that your organization most closely aligns with? Please select all that apply.
Federal Government & Policy Groups
State Government & Policy Groups
City Government & Policy Groups
County Government & Policy Groups
Private Industry Members & Groups
Non-Profit Groups
Community Groups
Expert/Standards Groups
Other Universities and Colleges
Unions
Philanthropic Foundations/Funding Organizations
Religious Communities
University Service Providers
Alumni
Other

Q3. The PCCN is organized into 8 internal analysis teams, some special projects, and a few functional groups. For which PCCN working groups do you feel that your organization’s input would be most valuable? Please select all that apply.

Biosequestration: This team evaluates and recommends optimal approaches for potential biological sequestration, that is, carbon storage projects, on and off-campus.

Campus Building Standards: This team evaluates current and emerging best practices regarding the adoption, implementation, and long-term efficacy of building code policies to improve sustainable building performance outcomes with a particular focus on achieving carbon emission reduction targets.

Campus Culture and Communication: This team evaluates existing communicative structures and will recommend new strategies to raise awareness, enhance personal investment, and drive behavioral change on U-M campuses.

Campus Commuting: This team develops an approach to measuring the carbon impact of commuting across the three University of Michigan campuses and will develop recommendations for reducing the commute’s carbon footprint.

Internal Energy Consumption Policies: This team evaluates potential budgetary and financial mechanisms to decrease energy usage across the University.

External Collaboration: This team develops opportunities for collaborations focused on scaling and replicating high-impact solutions.

Campus Food Systems: This team evaluates approaches to decreasing the GHG footprint associated with food consumption at U-M.

University Travel: This team evaluates current University travel information and will make recommendations on travel optimization to minimize the carbon footprint, campus education around travel impacts, and potential offset systems.

Carbon Accounting: This team verifies appropriate emissions accounting methods based on current scientific knowledge of global warming potentials, 20- vs. 100-year impact analysis.

Fleet Electrification: This group investigates the benefits and challenges in shifting U-M’s buses and other vehicles to electric battery technology.

Social and Environmental Justice: This group researches potential social and environmental justice implications of carbon neutrality planning.
Housing: Housing concerns include both on- and off-campus housing needs for students/staff in the University areas.

Carbon Offsets: Work relating to the evaluation and recommendation of criteria for any potential carbon offset purchases, or potential carbon offset projects for U-M.

Q4. How important is a University of Michigan carbon neutrality plan to your organization?
Extremely important
Very important
Moderately important
Slightly important
Not at all important

Q5. If the university goes forward with a carbon neutrality plan, to what level would you like to be involved?
I am excited and interested in engaging side by side with a U-M carbon neutrality team
I am willing to engage toward a goal with a U-M carbon neutrality team
I am willing to be in contact or provide information to a U-M carbon neutrality team
I would like to participate in PCCN workshops or activities
I would like to be informed about the process
I don’t want to be involved

Q6. Which University of Michigan campus(es) would you engage with? Please select all that apply.
Ann Arbor
Dearborn
Flint

Q7. What carbon neutrality related issues should be addressed and prioritized according to your organization? What do you think should be concerns or could be barriers in a plan for the University of Michigan to achieve carbon neutrality?

Q8. What other communities/stakeholder groups/organizations/individuals do you think will be especially important to engage in our efforts? We would be grateful for any information you may be able to provide.
APPENDIX F: Stakeholder Survey Responses

Figure 1. Stakeholders by Category (Q2)
$n = 187$, not all respondents answered every question

Figure 2. Importance of Carbon Neutrality to Stakeholders (Q4)

$\text{Extremely Important: 43\%}$

$\text{Very Important: 29\%}$

$\text{Moderately Important: 16\%}$

$\text{Slightly Important: 5\%}$

$\text{Not at all Important: 5\%}$

$n = 102$, not all respondents answered every question
Figure 3. Topics of Interest Among Respondents (Q3)

$n = 269$, respondents could offer multiple responses
Figure 4. Level of Interest in Engagement (Q5)

- 25%: I am excited and interested in engaging side by side with a UM carbon neutrality team
- 20%: I am willing to engage toward a goal with a UM carbon neutrality team
- 18%: I am willing to be in contact or provide information to a UM carbon neutrality team
- 10%: I would like to participate in PCCN workshops or activities
- 4%: I would like to be informed about the process
- 24%: I don’t want to be involved

$n = 101$, not all respondents answered every question

Figure 5. Campus of Interest (Q6)

- Ann Arbor: 91
- Dearborn: 21
- Flint: 15

$n = 127$, not all respondents answered every question
Figure 6. Word Cloud of Keywords in Qualitative Responses (Q7)

$n = 78$, not all respondents answered every question

**Representative Comments**

Working closely with the city and county to integrate approaches to CN. Increasing costs for students and university-wide is a concern.

U-M should lead in this goal and set more ambitious standards and timelines than other organizations. I believe it is the responsibility of U-M to be out front on this issue and to take bold steps to show others how this work can be done and what can be achieved. U-M needs to go beyond the norms for peer institutions.

New financing mechanisms may be required to support additional long-term capital investments, many of which may lead to annual operational savings.

Divesting the University’s holdings from fossil fuel companies and investing in socially responsible businesses.

With respect to social and environmental justice, ensuring that the economically disenfranchised people who are going to be most impacted by climate change are engaged in the discussion.

The carbon impact of commuting to campus is enormous, and closely tied to issues of environmental justice. It is crucial that U-M collaborate with other stakeholders and local governments to improve low-carbon transportation options.
APPENDIX G: Process Recommendations for External Engagement

There are many academic frameworks\(^{23}\) for effective stakeholder engagement in a university context, though very few specifically discuss external engagement in the context of climate change and sustainability. The University of Michigan external communities are unique and thus standard best practices for external engagement for the three university campuses should be taken with caution. Therefore, this report outlines best practices developed by University of Michigan centers, departments, and units that are specifically focused on external engagement in Ann Arbor, Dearborn, and Flint communities. The purpose of this section is to provide guidelines on engaging communities and U-M partners on issues related to carbon neutrality issues in particular.

Best Practices for Entering Communities

All external engagement efforts seek to gain new information, contacts or emissions reductions. However, effective and sustained engagement depends on the extent to which both parties feel they are benefitting from the interaction. The first step of engagement is therefore reflection and research on the stakeholder, their interests, and their motivations regarding carbon neutrality. Inconsistent or inconsiderate contact with communities and stakeholders can do more damage than good, and it is therefore better to refrain from interaction if the proper research has not been done on the stakeholder and their history.

Research and prepare for engagement: This phase involves identifying the asset and priorities of the stakeholder/organization in question and taking time to familiarize oneself with the history and context of that stakeholder. Questions to consider include:

- What is the organization’s relationship with sustainability or carbon neutrality? Do they have prior knowledge of the subject?
- Are they likely to respond better to specific framing (economic, resilience, health, etc.)?
- What is their motivation to engage? Will they be open to the relationship?
- Who is the best individual to engage, and will they be authorized to speak on behalf of their organization?
- How is the stakeholder likely to perceive the University of Michigan?
- What are their risks for participating?

Outline engagement goals: This phase involves framing any questions or information requests and considering what the University can offer the stakeholder to incentivize their honest and sustained participation in the engagement. Questions to consider include:

- Has the organization been consulted about this issue before?
- How will the information request in question complement the stakeholder/organization’s existing contributions to the University?
- What is the ultimate goal of the conversation, as specific as possible?
Best Practices for Engaging Communities

Engagement is one step on the road toward empowering all invested parties. Thus, it is recommended that the University reach out to as many diverse community-based groups as possible, to represent a multitude of perspectives. Contact should be framed in terms of meaningful involvement of the stakeholder. Key questions to consider are:

- What is the previous/current relationship between this stakeholder and U-M?
- What might they gain/lose by becoming involved with U-M’s carbon neutrality plan?
- Which groups are potentially missing from the conversation? How might they be engaged?

Recommended practices to heed include:

Leverage existing relationships: Efforts should be taken to consider whether the stakeholder/organization has or would be likely to engage with a particular unit within the University. The benefit of this approach is that leveraging existing relationships can build critical trust and even ensure that contact efforts receive quick attention.

Embody cultural humility: Different cultures and communities perceive carbon neutrality in vastly diverging ways. Efforts to engage communities should be taken with the understanding that the engager is in “learning mode” and is prepared to take the time and effort to understand the stakeholder’s position and perspective before launching into questions.

Acknowledge/reflect on personal biases and approach with an open mind: The University of Michigan may command a negative image and perception--intellectualism, resources, and privilege--with select external stakeholders. In addition, efforts should be taken to ensure that the stakeholder is provided with any information that may aid their understanding of the subject matter in question, and assumptions should not be made that the stakeholder will be familiar with the context or consideration of the problem.

Best Practices for Closing Engagement with Communities

Though external outreach is often an ongoing process without a defined endpoint, it is important to be clear in communicating the outcomes or next steps of an engagement opportunity. Those stakeholders that we interviewed in this process confirmed that they are likely to base their initial engagement with the University on whether or not their previous encounter was successful or not. Most important in closing external engagement is to avoid over-promising on an outcome.

Key questions to consider are:

- How will I be using the stakeholder’s feedback? How will their name and information be used?
- Is my unit resourced with staff and financial capacity to ensure continued engagement with this individual?
- Is the stakeholder accustomed to a specific type of follow-up or communication based on their own organizations’ norms and practices?
Recommended practices to heed include:

**Closing (be respectful of partners’ time):** Meetings and events aimed at engaging external stakeholders should be held in a location and time that is easily accessible to the stakeholder(s). Meetings should ideally follow an agenda with specific end times and adhere to those times, even if several questions remain unanswered or the primary objective has not been reached.

**Follow-up (maintain transparency):** Effort should be taken ahead of the meeting or engagement to determine which level and form of follow-up is appropriate.
Appendix H: Detailed Analyses for Each Recommendation

The recommendations outlined below describe steps that the University of Michigan can take to effectively engage its wide network of external stakeholders in carbon neutrality efforts. While these recommendations are intertwined, we recommend a series of prioritized steps.

Recommendation #1: Develop Organizational Capacity for External Collaboration

Our analysis of peer institutions found no “one-size-fits-all” approach to external engagement. Many peer universities included “external/public engagement” in their mission statements and sustainability planning frameworks toward achieving carbon neutrality, but approaches varied. Our organizational capacity recommendations are that U-M 1) develop both centralized and decentralized capacity, 2) utilize existing capacity where possible, 3) combine campus culture and external engagement under one heading of communication and education, and 4) seek to turn all such activity into an educational opportunity where possible.

Some peer universities (sourced from the list in Appendix C) have Offices of Sustainability or Sustainability Committees that handle external engagement on sustainability alongside existing duties to oversee program planning, metric tracking, and campus coordination. Those with particularly strong frameworks for planning and engagement highlight a “transdisciplinary approach” and view this approach as demonstrating a “holistic co-creation of knowledge between disciplines to solve real-world problems.” As such, U-M should create a dedicated senior level position for public engagement at each of the three U-M campuses. Our plan should also allow specific functional units (i.e., building efficiency, commuting or energy purchasing) to develop their own engagement plans for connecting with vendors and others impacted by their efforts.

The University has faculty and staff experts who routinely engage and have long-standing relationships with many stakeholders. These administrative units should be integral to the partnership and communication strategy for carbon neutrality: U-M Government Relations, U-M Business Engagement and Unit-Specific Staff, U-M Alumni Association and Unit-Specific Staff, U-M Foundation Relations, U-M Office of Sustainability, and U-M Parking and Transportation Services. Each of these entities has extensive customer management databases of contacts.

There is an overlap between this team’s purpose and that of the Campus Culture and Communication Internal Analysis Team. In some ways, the distinction between internal and external communication is blurry at best, and efforts could be redundant. We therefore recommend that future communication be highly coordinated if not merged between these functions and teams under the heading of communication and education.

The Campus Culture and Communication Internal Analysis Team recommends that engagement with the campus community be done in a fashion that turns the campus into a “living learning laboratory.” We recommend that the alignment of carbon neutrality efforts with the University’s teaching, research, and public service mission be expanded to include engagement with the broader community of stakeholders, many of whom are critical to our emission reduction success on U-M campuses.
Community-engaged learning is already a part of the mission and philosophy in some University of Michigan units. However, academic researchers on community engagement efforts in universities “rarely articulate a coherent conceptual framework for how these initiatives will be used to support social change efforts. Nor do they consistently integrate these efforts into the reward structures of university culture to increase the sustainability of the efforts.” Therefore, integrating carbon neutrality priorities into new and existing community-engaged learning activities may offer opportunities in enhancing student learning and gaining organizational buy-in. Our interviews confirmed that carbon neutrality priorities are cross-cutting, intersecting other important issues like resilience, equity, and emergency preparedness—therefore, they should not contradict existing University priorities.

Special attention should be paid to engaging underrepresented communities most at-risk to climate change impacts or impacted by U-M mitigation decisions. All campuses of the University of Michigan (Ann Arbor, Dearborn, Flint, online learning communities, and future Detroit campuses) must each be engaged in carbon neutrality efforts in order for efforts to be successful (detailed engagement strategies included in Recommendation #3 and Appendix G). Our efforts could be bolstered by broader cooperation with other universities.

Specific Strategies:

- Create a senior staff position on Communication and Education that spans both internal and external constituencies. Such a position, and associated working groups, should be developed at each campus (Ann Arbor, Flint, and Dearborn) with an exchange of information and expertise among them.
- Articulate a clear framework for how community engagement efforts contribute to University goals around teaching, research, etc.
- Develop a set of public engagement criteria and associated metrics as an integrated strategy to fulfill engagement goals with centralized data tracking while paying attention to environmental justice issues surrounding mitigation strategies.
- Recognize that the COVID-19 pandemic will make in-person engagement more difficult and virtual methods will become more important.

Recommendation #2: Initiate Targeted Network Mapping and External Engagement

The general attitude toward U-M carbon neutrality among survey respondents was positive, with 72% of respondents attaching high importance to this work and 96% expressing interest in being engaged in the future. However, the stakeholders contacted for the study were not comprehensive. There was likely a self-selection bias (i.e., those with the strongest opinions were likely to respond) and the results likely favor constituents that have had a prior relationship with the University or are already engaged with sustainability issues. Furthermore, our objective was to develop a snapshot of the external constituent landscape without beginning full engagement.

Based on these limitations, for high-priority emissions reduction sectors, U-M should make a more concerted effort to identify and characterize the interests of the U-M external stakeholder community, while also identifying missing groups such as underrepresented communities and
constituents linked to the Dearborn and Flint campuses. We recommend starting with our database of key stakeholders developed through our network mapping exercise and survey. Faculty at the UM-Dearborn and UM-Flint campuses should be likewise consulted. Using a “snowball mapping” process, the University can then utilize these relationships to further broaden its network of external partners. Furthermore, internal functions, such as those mentioned under Recommendation #1, can assist in identifying and contacting key constituencies. Once developed, the landscape analysis should include the creation of a power map of constituents based on priority and type. For example, it has become clear to us through our interviews that partnerships with the local municipalities in which each campus is situated is of paramount importance.

Potential metrics to assess progress in network mapping could include the number of stakeholders contacted and level of participation in each stakeholder category (e.g., labor union, state government, NGOs). Standardized metrics will vary across stakeholder groups and activities, especially in a post-COVID-19 environment in which several important groups will not have capacity for engagement. Certain factors may lead to differences in response type and consider the main objectives to be achieved. A further discussion of AASHE STARS rating systems and public engagement metric tracking can be found in Appendix L.

**Lessons from U-M Peer Universities:** Strategies outlined by a multitude of schools follow similar guidelines set forth by resources from consortiums and networks. Many strategies for community engagement and forming external partnerships are elaborated upon and leveraged through research networks and knowledge sharing. Essential components in strategic approaches to community engagement often involve the city and local government organizations for support and guidance.

These approaches also rely on the institution’s ability to drive research and utilize carbon neutrality as an initiative to incorporate public engagement and learning. ‘Research labs’ that aim to address sustainability and responsible resource consumption are common practice in including community members through teaching and learning in equitable ways. These “living learning laboratories” provide places for students, faculty and the public to convene and explore and collaborate on solutions to sustainability topics and issues.28

Other strategies to jumpstart external engagement and involve community members include hosting public forums and conferences, which may now be in other formats. Attendance may be composed of constituents from peer universities, local utility providers, consultants, field experts and local government officials (UC3 report).29 These forums or symposiums prove to be a valuable tool for networking and knowledge sharing between institutions (UC3 report).30 Panels at these events are especially useful for presenting novel ideas and approaches to modeling and constructing programs that may be scalable and transferable throughout different campuses in attendance.

**Specific Strategies:**

Construct a comprehensive survey to begin the process of engagement, identify areas of interest and concern and develop an exhaustive map of the landscape of relevant constituents.
Re-establish on-going contact with constituents identified through the external collaboration team’s efforts to date (e.g., stakeholder interviews and survey) and other PCCN activities, and expand the database to capture as clear a view of the landscape as possible.

Identify areas of interest and concern among stakeholder types and develop a power map of the landscape of relevant constituents (thereby identifying the level of interest and influence that stakeholders have regarding carbon neutrality). Consider on-going risk management analyses.

Consult all relevant constituents with targeted outreach; focus on engaging stakeholders who will be most impactful to meeting the carbon neutrality goals. In particular, while some constituents who provide technical services to the university may be fairly easy to identify, those from underrepresented communities in and around the university may require a more concerted and proactive effort. Inclusivity considerations should be as important as technical and commercial considerations.

Establish priorities within the stakeholder network for targeted and sequenced engagement.

Make special effort to reach out to underrepresented communities in and around the U-M campuses as Social and Environmental Justice ranked the highest topic of interest (behind External Collaboration) among survey respondents.

**Recommendation #3: Tailor Carbon Neutrality Communication and Education**

National opinion polls confirm that a majority of Americans (including in Michigan) support action to mitigate climate change. However, our interviews with external U-M stakeholders confirmed that the term “carbon neutrality” is not well understood or prioritized for many. Differing levels of environmental awareness and views are prevalent among communities to be engaged by the University’s carbon neutrality efforts. Therefore, we recommend that any communication and outreach efforts be tailored to meet the distinct needs of various communities and should be multi-directional in nature. The process and practice of effective engagement is complex and requires careful consideration and planning. (See Appendix G for process recommendations for external engagement.)

Some stakeholders may be hesitant to engage with the University, either because they lack the time or resources, or they have been over-burdened by past engagement (e.g., communities suffering environmental injustices such as Flint, non-profits that frequently support student projects). Similarly, some stakeholders possess a deep knowledge of climate change and the methods for addressing it, while others may have limited or no knowledge. Outreach and communication efforts should recognize these obstacles and develop incentives, protocols and processes that meet each community’s particular needs.

Carbon neutrality can be made relevant by making connections between the priorities of the stakeholder in question, and by framing carbon neutrality plans in the context of alleviating existing problems or challenges for the stakeholder. In addition, there is a perception that universities in general may engage the community peripherally to “rubber stamp” university plans, perpetuating community members’ mistrust of future outreach efforts by universities.
Therefore, the importance of developing a clear objective for outreach and conceptualizing the unique value-add for both the stakeholder and the University must be considered. These considerations also apply to the three U-M campuses. Our interviews confirmed the presence of stark resource capacity differentials between each U-M campus, including staffing, financial resources and structural incentives for faculty or student involvement in these topics. Relevant differences in local communities should be understood by faculty, staff and students from those campuses. When engaging and working alongside the Dearborn and Flint campuses, it is imperative that PCCN members keep in mind the issue of tri-campus inequity. Dearborn and Flint campuses disproportionately represent lower-income students, Michigan-resident students of color, and first-generation students, and there is an ongoing effort called the One University platform pushing for more equitable distribution of funding and resources. This coalition includes faculty, students, and staff across the three campuses; speaking with representatives of One University may be helpful in navigating their respective campuses.

Sustainability and climate issues may not be the issue of top concern for Dearborn and especially Flint, as they are dealing with other, more pressing day-to-day issues. When faculty and students are pressed for time and are not available for as much on-campus engagement related to carbon neutrality as on the Ann Arbor campus, sustainability topics tend to be presented as an economic luxury and approached with the question of whether any sustainable initiative costs money.

As the City of Ann Arbor propels itself forward with A2Zero, the City of Dearborn finds itself with other pressing issues. In our interview, David Norwood, the sustainability coordinator for the City of Dearborn, brought up his method of pitching carbon neutrality to the city: public health and resilience. Many arguments for the reduction of GHGs from Dearborn’s major emitters (e.g., Ford’s F-150 plant, AK Steel’s blast furnace, or Consumers Energy’s plant) are viewed on the merit that the effects would have on general health and welfare. In addition, he noted that flooding continues to be a concern for the campus and raised the question of whether carbon neutrality efforts would help to resolve that issue. Consultations with Dearborn faculty during an on-site visit suggested that this framing has been used and is successful in Dearborn in both city and university initiatives and would be appropriate for Flint as well.

Sustainability in Flint revolves around completely different issues, such as water quality and health, food security, economic development, city beautification, and tangible projects that community members can engage with on a more substantial level. PCCN can engage with community-identified activities (best to work through existing programs), show support for community projects, and learn together about carbon neutrality through existing university connections within the community. Due to the COVID-19 restrictions, our plans to consult with Flint stakeholders were diminished, although we recommend that sustained efforts be taken in the future to consult with Flint regarding their priorities.

Utilizing community networks is especially important in Flint. Community networks will be especially useful in Flint (as opposed to networks in city or county government), given the sensitivities regarding the water crisis. All efforts to engage Flint on carbon neutrality should consider the environmental justice history and the adage of stakeholders being “underserved but over studied.” Any efforts should aim to ensure that both the University and the community
partner both gain something tangible from the interaction and involve community in the decision-making process.

In addition to budgetary differences among the three campuses, it is important to understand the context and history of the relationship between the university and its stakeholders. Peer universities with similar campus structures and sizes can give good indications of how each campus should move forward, but members of the Flint and Dearborn communities should be included in the process.

Strategies exemplified by peer institutions feature close collaboration, coordination, and resource sharing with the cities and communities in which they exist. Examples include public town hall forums or conferences; community service projects that provide learning or research opportunities; partnerships with third-party constituents that promote sustainability initiatives; newsletters and social media campaigns that share knowledge; and “living-learning labs” that provide places for students, faculty, and the public to convene, explore, and collaborate on solutions to sustainability topics and issues. Metrics would follow for such activities, tracking the number of outreach efforts undertaken, the number of constituents engaged, the types of communities those constituencies represent, and the effectiveness or quality of the engagement activity.

Specific Strategies:

- Acknowledge differences in baseline sustainability/carbon neutrality literacy and meet stakeholders where they are.
- Foster an environment of cultural humility through engaging with communities through equitable multi-directional partnerships and shared decision-making.
- Create platforms and engagement tools that allow for social inclusivity and environmental equity.
  - Develop tailored communication and education programs for reaching the various stakeholder groups that are relevant to the U-M carbon neutrality goals.
  - Utilize the “One University” platform or other existing mechanisms to open communication channels with each campus regarding carbon neutrality initiatives.
  - Create flexible engagement strategies with the input of underrepresented communities in and around the U-M campuses managed by the senior representative in recommendation #1; attend to social and environmental justice implications of mitigation strategies, as survey respondents ranked this factor highly.

Recommendation #4: Expand Opportunities for External Stakeholder Input

Multi-directional feedback from external stakeholders allows for metric-tracking, negotiation, and input from diverse community organizations, recognizing the differentials in power, influence, knowledge and access to decision-making. Feedback channels play a crucial role in providing a platform for public and community voices; the PCCN has provided public forums, updates and reports, media information, and established public forums have provided public comment to university decision-makers. In addition, the public engagement web page on the U-M Planet Blue website functions as a central platform for community ideas for the on-campus community.
However, the platform may not be widely recognized or accessed by the full community as the hub for all carbon neutrality-related matters, and technical or other barriers may exist for impacted communities to participate in this fashion. We recommend the University create and adapt feedback channels that invite input from the external community in an inclusive manner. While we have highlighted environmental justice considerations in each of the prior three recommendations, this fourth recommendation brings such concerns to the forefront. While the University has a set structure for interactions and solicitations from vendors and service providers, other stakeholders currently provide feedback on U-M activities through surveys, town halls, public comment at Regents meetings, and other discussions with the University. We recommend that special consideration be devoted to engage communities that may lack the resources, knowledge, or familiarity to communicate with the U-M campuses. Open feedback channels and clear/reliable communication with external stakeholders will ensure that individuals who are unable to participate in these forms can still weigh in. Ensuring that feedback channels can be easily accessed by all stakeholders is not just best practice from an equity perspective; it can also save the University time and money spent managing conflicts that may occur from concerns over lack of representation.

This recommendation creates some resource challenges of its own, but gate-keeping should be moderated. U-M personnel have identified that they have been at times overwhelmed with external inquiries regarding sustainability matters. We recommend that specific processes be put in place to archive, prioritize, and monitor these requests and comments to ensure that the University is capitalizing on all potentially beneficial partnerships. Lessons from peer institutions and other entities (e.g., UK health system) have shown the value in being open to considerations and evidence-based ideas from “solution holders” as well as underrepresented groups. By allowing for engagement initiated by others, some peer universities have uncovered new pathways for resource discovery, and have also been able to identify knowledge gaps in addressing stakeholder concerns. Such passive engagement has been most helpful and welcomed when universities are looking into new options for engagement activities. Key metrics for such engagement could include stakeholder relationship strength, duration of involvement in programs, number of participants in programs, satisfaction rates, production measures, amount of resources applied etc. Detailed interview notes from Arizona State University on passive engagement and partnership formation can be found in Appendix M (Peer University Interview Notes).

Specific Strategies:

Build technical and organizational capacity for passive engagement to accept and respond to solution-holding constituencies not previously identified by the University
Examine existing U-M feedback channels and adapt them as needed to encourage all stakeholders to appropriately weigh-in.
Widely advertise and communicate online feedback channels for external input, while carefully managing expectations to avoid over-promising or diluting focus.
APPENDIX I: Project Cost Projections

In our review of peer schools (see Appendix L), we found limited information. Among those universities that possessed some data, we found that the costs of external engagement are as wide ranging as the external engagement activities, with differences in the extent to which each values community participation in sustainability planning. Some of the costs are included in other budget categories and not broken out specifically. Many peer institutions support sustainability initiatives to reach carbon neutrality through grant funding programs. Therefore, we have found that estimated costs for external collaboration were difficult to quantify. Even more elusive is any effort to quantify the financial benefits of such activity, though we found one school that tried, Cornell. Table I-1 (also shown as Table L-1) shows an outline of Cornell University’s Impact of Engagement Investments that are broken-down by the rough annual implementation cost and the benefits such programs would provide.³¹

Table I-1. Cornell University’s Impact of Engagement Investments³²

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solution</th>
<th>Annual Implementation Cost</th>
<th>Benefits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Think Big, Live Green</td>
<td>Current resources + $50,000 additional budget</td>
<td>$500,000 (Saving), 1% energy reduction per year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campus Climate Literacy</td>
<td>$100,000 + 1 new FTE staff</td>
<td>Engaged campus, maintain baseline</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A key issue for external collaboration is whether to develop in-house facilitation expertise or to contract out for the services. Several in-house academic units provide this type of expertise (i.e., School of Public Health, Ross School of Business). Once the leadership team for carbon neutrality is established, the leadership would need to make decisions about this important topic.

Tables I-2 and I-3 below outline likely direct cost per unit of expert facilitation and creative; this unit price range for specific services needs to be applied to the size and scope of the activities. The unit cost range is an estimate, based on publicly available information and may not be accurate for some providers. One of the key decisions regarding staffing is whether to contract out or develop in-house U-M expertise. Once the initial decision to develop capacity internally or externally is made, there are ways to adjust cost by potentially economizing or reprioritizing areas. U-M indirect costs should be applied. U-M Finance can assist with costing and advising about the staffing structure. Finally, the importance of replicating and establishing the staffing capacity in Flint and Dearborn cannot be over-emphasized. As discussed in the body of this report, resources must be allocated equally to the Flint and Dearborn campuses to ensure that all three U-M campuses move toward carbon neutrality jointly.
Table I-2. Staffing Unit Costs for Specific Engagement Activities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Estimated direct (unloaded) cost ($/hour)</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expert Facilitators</td>
<td>$100–$350</td>
<td>Time spent on facilitation should cover work done prior to, during, and after the event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Privately-owned consulting groups</td>
<td>$75–$200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media point-person</td>
<td>$24–$30</td>
<td>Estimate based on 2019 U-M salary for a media consultant33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communications specialist</td>
<td>$25–$33</td>
<td>Based on U-M 2020 rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project coordinator</td>
<td>$21–$25</td>
<td>Based on U-M 2019 rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student research assistants</td>
<td>$15–$17</td>
<td>Based on U-M 2020 rates</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I-3. Costs for Related Engagement Activities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of resource/service</th>
<th>Internal (UM) Provider</th>
<th>Estimated cost ($)</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Room/location</td>
<td>UM Special Events Venues</td>
<td>$150–$300</td>
<td>(for about 100 people)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catering</td>
<td>UM Conference Event Services</td>
<td>$8–$30 per person</td>
<td>Catering is usually charged by person, price depends on the type of meal; university guidelines provide limits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commuting</td>
<td>TheRide</td>
<td>$0–$10/person</td>
<td>University of Michigan Blue Buses can be chartered for transportation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Some financial information that is specific to the University of Michigan relates to the costs of public events that the PCCN has hosted, but does not include staff time, faculty time, facility utilization or other indirect costs. Row 1 in Table I-4 presents catering costs for larger events of 100–150 people in the Michigan League, Michigan Union and Rackham Graduate School at a cost of $1,000. These U-M facilities have published rental fees and contracts well in advance are required. We estimate for smaller events at central venues (e.g., Michigan Union room reservations and Michigan catering services). The third row applies to many of the IAT town halls that took place in U-M facilities (i.e., rooms with no reservation fee such as the Dana Building) and catered refreshments from outside caterers.
Table I-4. Costs for PCCN Events at the University of Michigan

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of People</th>
<th>Location, Catering</th>
<th>Average Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100–150 people</td>
<td>Michigan Unions, Michigan Catering</td>
<td>$1,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30–40 people</td>
<td>Michigan Unions, Michigan Catering</td>
<td>$500.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30–40 people</td>
<td>Free room, outside catering</td>
<td>$200.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## APPENDIX J: Recommendation Summary Matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brief Description</th>
<th>Progress Metrics</th>
<th>Financial Impacts</th>
<th>Organizational Hurdles</th>
<th>Equity Considerations</th>
<th>Key Unknowns / Gaps</th>
<th>Key Catalyzing Actions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Create Senior Staff Positions</td>
<td>The number of staff FTEs, carbon neutrality engagement in reward structures of existing campus functions.</td>
<td>Senior management buy-in for added personnel, gaining buy-in from existing U-M functions that may be at capacity already.</td>
<td>A dedicated and visible representative can facilitate greater engagement, particularly with underrepresented communities.</td>
<td>Financial resources available, particularly in the wake of the COVID-19 crisis.</td>
<td>Use other campus efforts as models for carbon neutrality efforts, such as the U-M Office of Diversity, Equity and Inclusion, or the Office of Academic Innovation.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conduct a Network Map</td>
<td>The number of stakeholders engaged in each stakeholder category, the level of participation.</td>
<td>Survey development and interview time</td>
<td>Staff resource availability</td>
<td>Special attention should be devoted to targeting underrepresented communities.</td>
<td>Survey methods may not be suitable to certain constituencies. Other methods (such as direct outreach) may be necessary.</td>
<td>Utilize snowballing techniques with both survey respondents and units that possess prior relationships with the U-M constituency network.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop Tailored Outreach Programs</td>
<td>The number of outreach efforts undertaken, the number of constituents engaged, the types of communities those constituencies</td>
<td>Communication campaigns and branded media</td>
<td>Staff resource availability</td>
<td>Specific communication and outreach programs can address the needs of particular</td>
<td>The needs of some communities may remain unknown until engagement</td>
<td>Utilize existing U-M departments with external outreach capacity or prior networks and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build Capacity for Passive Engagement</td>
<td>Stakeholder relationship strength, duration of involvement in programs, number of participants in programs, satisfaction rates, production measures, amount of resources applied</td>
<td>Staff resource availability, willingness of external constituents to participate</td>
<td>The allowance for &quot;passive engagement&quot; strategies could be of most importance for outreach to underrepresented communities.</td>
<td>&quot;Passive engagement&quot; may not work, some may use this channel but the constituents desired may avoid it.</td>
<td>Combine &quot;passive engagement&quot; with active engagement activities to create greater awareness and comfort with such channels among targeted communities.</td>
<td>represent, the effectiveness or quality of the engagement activity.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**Zoie Chang** is an undergraduate senior double-majoring in International Studies and Sociology, with a minor in Environment Studies, at the University of Michigan. She is interested in researching sustainability pathways and examining international security issues from an environmental standpoint.

**Wenjie Liu** is a master’s student in the Gerald R. Ford School of Public Policy and sustainability certificate program in SEAS at the University of Michigan. Before graduate school, she worked as a communications officer for Greenpeace East Asia and as a journalist for China Water Resources News. She earned her BA and MA in Journalism from Communications University of China.

**Erin O'Shaughnessy** is an undergraduate senior pursuing a BA in the Program in the Environment with a Minor in Business from the Ross School of Business. She is interested in learning about sustainability as it relates to business and exploring how market solutions may address growing environmental issues.

**Mara Page** is a doctoral student and researcher studying stable isotope geochemistry and the history of Earth’s climate in the Department of Earth and Environmental Sciences at the University of Michigan.
**Joseph Samulski** is an undergraduate student at the University of Michigan–Dearborn studying computer engineering. He is interested in working toward new and better ways of collecting, storing, and using renewable energies.

**Anya Shapiro** is a MBA & MS graduate student at the University of Michigan studying sustainability management. Before graduate school, she led collaborative environmental dialogues and managed multi-stakeholder coalitions as an Associate at Meridian Institute while helping groups come to consensus on complex sustainability issues. She earned her BA with honors in Political Science and Environmental Studies from Macalester College in 2016.
APPENDIX L: Lessons from Peer University Programs

Our research on Peer University Programs showed no clear “one-size-fits-all” approach to external engagement. Each University comes with its own unique set of parameters and contextual variables, which makes the task of compiling a standardized set of strategies, approaches and expectations throughout University systems difficult. Many universities have made pledges toward climate action and carbon neutrality but these commitments vary in terms of descriptions and priorities, mission and values, goals, and timeline. By evaluating Peer Universities and consortiums of sustainability networks (such as Second Nature, the Association for the Advancement of Sustainability in Higher Education (AASHE), and others) our research has identified leaders in the public engagement space, and has allowed us to analyze trends on the organizational structure, purpose, strategies and goals of various external engagement plans with regard to campus sustainability and carbon neutrality initiatives.

I. Peer Institution Landscape and Networks

We first evaluated the University of Michigan official list of Peer Schools (Appendix A). This list was then broken down by mapping various conference and sustainability networks (i.e., Big Ten and Friends, Ivy Plus Consortium, EPA Green Power Challenge, etc.), and then by consulting accredited tracking databases such as Second Nature’s UC3 (University Climate Change Coalition; previously the ACUPCC) and AASHE STARS to study the landscape of higher education carbon neutrality commitments. Our criteria for evaluation were based on key characteristics shared with the University of Michigan, in order to more appropriately compare peer institutions and implementation feasibility. These characteristics included size of student body, economic impact on local municipalities, square footage of campus and number of buildings, institution type, presence of a health system, endowment, cultural makeup of student body as well as the external community, and various environmental metrics like MTCO₂ emitted, and BTUs of energy consumption.

These peer institution thematic networks and consortiums are primarily helpful for metric tracking, assessment, rating and resources for sustainability program development. Many of these organizations additionally provide platforms for networking and information sharing. Given the size and diversity of University of Michigan facilities and campuses, we have found that these platforms may offer little direct or tailored guidance for our purposes. These databases may be more useful in terms of comparing GHG and MCO₂E reductions rather than stakeholder engagement strategies and community impact programs. Professional organizations such as American Society of Adaptation Professionals, the American Public Health Association Climate and Equity Center and city Sustainability Directors networks may have relevant engagement expertise. Additionally, these organizations organize frameworks and assessments across categories helpful in driving research and evaluation of institutional opportunities for local, regional and global impact. (See Figure L-1 for AASHE strategic goals and metrics for public engagement.)
Based on these external collaboration methods, we considered a selection of schools across factors that align with the University of Michigan’s external stakeholder landscape. These comparison schools were chosen based on factors most relevant and applicable for the University of Michigan’s exploration of carbon neutrality across all three campuses. By taking a holistic approach and first including a wide array of comparative schools, we were able to determine the best alignment fits for the University’s capabilities and responsibilities, as a leading national academic research institution.

II. Best Practices and Trends

Similar to the wide array and diversity of University carbon neutrality approaches, external engagement approaches vary widely across campuses. After the analysis of numerous peer institution climate action commitments, plans and sustainability reports, we have found a diverse set of organizational structures, methods, strategies and partnership approaches that are dependent upon the unique school’s background and community makeup in which they exist. There are, however, a few commonalities that emerge in our analysis of similar schools’ approaches to engaging and collaborating with stakeholders on carbon neutrality initiatives. These trends are displayed through efforts concerning continued leadership in education and research, networking and knowledge sharing, hosting public forums, and utilizing partnerships and resources to engage affected local and regional community members. When assessing
these components, there appears to be a parallel with the rating criteria of national consortiums, like the UC3 system and AASHE STARS. As outlined in the above section, each system awards points to institutions for achieving certain objectives, thresholds or strategies to promote sustainability initiatives. These points then amass to a certain certification that an institution is given (e.g., Platinum or Gold). UC3 outlines three ways in which Universities can engage in their communities as exemplified through 1) knowledge generation, 2) acting as a community anchor, and 3) acting as a collaborative convener. Accordingly, UC3 provides resources to support Universities efforts in serving these purposes through institutional leadership, cross sector convenings, leveraging collaborative networks, conducting demand driven research, and finding solutions-oriented partnerships. Similarly, AASHE provides guiding principles for public engagement for Universities to follow in a mission statement. The metrics that AASHE outlines for public engagement are as follows: community partnerships, inter-campus collaboration, continuing education, community service, participation in public policy and trademark licensing.56

Regarding specific metrics for external engagement strategies, there is no standard set of key performance indicators. Across the various reports studied and interviews conducted, no institution seems to succeed outright with their measurement tactics; rather, engagement is part of a fuller package of steps. A gap exists in the literature: how might universities measure external engagement to gauge whether or not methods are successful? Corey Hawkey, the Assistant Director of Sustainability Practices at Arizona State University, a leading sustainability innovator, spoke to the gap in research and methodology, “We [ASU] haven’t fully mastered whether our engagement is successful yet, and to be honest I don’t really know who’s done this well.”37 He also touched on potential indicators of stakeholder engagement program success. These indicators depend on the outreach process and objectives, and could include stakeholder relationship strength, duration of involvement in programs, number of participants in programs, satisfaction rates, production measures, and amount of resources applied.38

Clear parallels exist between an institution’s carbon neutrality plans and network metrics and key performance indicators. Through phone interviews conducted with several University sustainability coordinators at peer institutions, all claimed to consider these systems when drafting their community engagement goals and strategies. Some Universities, like Penn State, have also considered the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) to focus their efforts.39 But schools differ greatly in how they construct their engagement programs, due to both internal structure or organization as well as external factors that may affect implementation.
III. Organizational Structure

Large schools with institutional similarities to the University of Michigan can be models for our external collaboration. Many schools have Offices of Sustainability or Sustainability Committees that oversee program planning, metric tracking and campus coordination. The UC TomKat Report outlines key internal planning findings and recommendations from their work in analyzing the UC system. The report outlines a “Collaboratory Concept” wherein the opportunities for engagement are a cross-cutting relationship between campus energy solutions, campus sustainability initiatives and applied research, implementation and education. (See Figure L-2 for UC Collaboratory System and L-3 for Key Findings.) The report outlines the benefits of the collaboratory approach to be: 1) Interdisciplinary collaboration, 2) Cross-sectional collaboration, 3) Transferable skills for graduates, 4) Support for diversity, and 5) Opportunities for additional funding.

Figure L-2. “Collaboratory Concept” for Energy Solutions and Broader Sustainability on Campus and Across the University

Figure 36. Relationship of the proposed collaboratory to energy solutions and broader sustainability themes on campuses and across the university.
Pennsylvania State University, Stanford University, and Cornell University are of particular interest due to their similarity to the University of Michigan, as well as their high AASHE rankings on Campus Coordination and Planning. Penn State University stresses the importance of a “transdisciplinary approach” and defines it as a “holistic co-creation of knowledge between disciplines to solve real-world problems.” Sustainability goals are anchored around the Sustainable Development Goals and progress is carried out through the creation of Sustainability Councils and the “3C’s” (Charter, Council, Chair). Councils are formed at the college, campus or department level and are responsive and flexible to the unique challenges and opportunities of each particular council. The Councils are supported by the dean or chancellor of each school and are led by an individual chair that is responsible for creating a charter that outlines the goals, strategies and timeline for achieving sustainability goals. (See Figure L-4 for a Flowchart of Penn State University’s 3C’s Organizational Approach.)
In terms of external collaboration at Penn State, the two councils that oversee general operations and coordination are the Sustainable Communities Collaborative (SCC) and the Sustainable Operations Committee (SOC). The SCC is housed under the Sustainability Institute and promotes partnerships between Penn State and local communities to address sustainability issues and challenges through innovative, integrated projects.\textsuperscript{45} The Finance and Business SOC promotes and supports strategic engagement of sustainability as a core business principle among University operations and development. The council brings together diverse perspectives and expertise from an executive board composed of faculty from 13 departments at Penn State, which helps to facilitate partnerships and engagement opportunities for students and faculty throughout campus.\textsuperscript{46} Stanford University follows a similar approach with regard to anchoring their carbon neutrality goals around the Sustainable Development Goals, and creating a mission for the campus to be used as a working laboratory to address society’s most pressing issues.\textsuperscript{47} The organizational structure and capabilities for implementation of engagement projects are housed under the Sustainability and SEM Business Services Group (SSBS). Stanford University currently ranks first as a research institution in AASHE out of 940+ participants with Platinum status.\textsuperscript{48} Through this heightened focus on planning and governance within the University, Stanford has set goals to be 80% carbon free by 2025 and has also improved its business systems group through a strategic evaluation of utility data management points.\textsuperscript{49}
Cornell University also ranks highly in AASHE’s Coordination and Planning section. (See Figure L-5 for an overview of Cornell’s Governance Structure.)

Figure L-5. Cornell University Governance Structure for Sustainability Planning

IV. Strategies
Many successful peer university strategies for community engagement and external partnerships leverage research networks and knowledge sharing, involving the city and local government organizations for support and guidance.

These approaches rely on the university’s ability to drive research and utilize carbon neutrality as a "living-learning lab" to incorporate public engagement and learning. Research labs that address sustainability and responsible resource consumption commonly also engage community members and provide junctures for students, faculty and the public to convene and explore and collaborate on solutions to sustainability topics and issues.

Other strategies widely used before the pandemic include hosting public forums and conferences. Attendance may be composed of constituents from peer universities, local utility providers, consultants, field experts and local government officials. These forums or symposiums prove to be a valuable tool for networking and knowledge sharing between institutions. Panels at these events are especially useful for presenting novel ideas and approaches to modeling and constructing programs that may be scalable and transferable throughout different campuses in attendance (see Appendix M).

A key decision for the University of Michigan will be to develop in-house expertise or to contract out (or invest in one unit) for the expertise. We found evidence of success with either pathway.
For example, many institutions leverage their own internal resources to reduce carbon emissions and communicate carbon neutrality initiatives and goals. Peer institutions create networks of constituents and concerned stakeholder groups and rely on existing internal groups and organizations (e.g., student clubs and academic programs) already addressing sustainability issues. Examples include Yale University’s Urban Research Institute, Arizona State University’s Phoenix Urban Research Lab and Sustainable Cities Network, Cornell University’s Think Big Live Green campaign among others (see Appendix M).

On the other hand, the University of Maryland contracts engagement and projects to their Environmental Finance Center. The EFC works in close collaboration with the University to draft and execute program initiatives within the community but is not associated under direct University guidance. The EFC is focused on direct community engagement, policy analysis and decision support tools, communications and outreach, and experiential learning and leadership development. Northwestern University also contracts out part of their metric tracking with help from Sightlines consulting group that assisted in the development of “SIMAP,” a tracking system developed through The University of New Hampshire.

With regard to partnerships with local government, Colorado State University’s ClimateWise program is a particularly noteworthy. Colorado State is one of 5 schools that have received Platinum status from AASHE STARS ratings and is ranked #1 in Public Engagement among institutions participating in STARS program. The ClimateWise program brings together the University, the City of Ft. Collins and businesses in the area to align goals toward carbon reduction targets. The partnership provided a link between the University and the City in terms of representation in the Climate Action Plan process and drafting the Road to 2020 Framework. The University supports the missions of individual businesses by providing resources, materials and financial support. Stacey Baugman, ClimateWise liaison for the University, elaborated on this relationship and the value it brings to CSU specifically, “I have always felt it is an important community partnership for CSU. This is a great program for us to stand together with other businesses in Fort Collins, and work together to reduce GHG emissions and environmental impacts, helping create great places to work.” More detail about the ClimateWise program at CSU can be found in the individual school AASHE report and official ClimateWise website.

V. Budgetary Aspects

Due to the wide range of external engagement activities, the costs may also widely vary and are highly dependent on the extent to which the University values community participation in sustainability planning. Many schools support sustainability initiatives that help to reach carbon neutrality through grant funding programs. For example, The UC System encourages students to explore projects that support carbon neutrality through the Bonnie Reiss Carbon Neutrality Student Fellowship Program. Students may receive grant funding for project proposals that are aimed at decreasing the system’s carbon footprint. Similarly, Penn State University provides sources of grant funding through the Reinvention Institute, a segment of the Dr. John Roe Fund for a Just and Sustainable Future which was founded in 2019 and jointly managed by Penn State Outreach and the PSU Sustainability Institute.

Other schools acquire funding for sustainability related engagement projects from a variety of sources. Often, these sources of funding are based on leveraging existing or new partnerships.
Some of these sources may include funding from philanthropic organizations or donations to the school, partnerships with the municipalities utilizing dollars from city budget, insurance claims, or academic services that provide resources and learning opportunities. Carbon neutrality engagement activities are often prioritized both by their ability to generate revenue and be mutually beneficial to all parties involved. Therefore, in order to efficiently allocate budget dollars, these questions should be considered before investing in new projects or partnerships. An initial investment in providing the internal resources for external purposes is necessary in many cases as well. Table L-1 (also shown as Table I-1) shows an outline of Cornell University’s Impact of Engagement Investments that are broken-down by the rough annual implementation cost and the benefits such programs would provide.

Table L-6. Cornell University’s Impact of Engagement Investments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solution</th>
<th>Annual Implementation Cost</th>
<th>Benefits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Think Big, Live Green</td>
<td>Current resources + $50,000 additional budget</td>
<td>$500,000 (Saving), 1% energy reduction per year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campus Climate Literacy</td>
<td>$100,000 + 1 new FTE staff</td>
<td>Engaged campus, maintain baseline</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX M: Peer University Interview Notes

Interview Notes:

Yale University

Director of the Office of Sustainability: Ginger Chapman

Call 3/11/2020

Q: Can you elaborate a bit on the proposed timeline and progress of the Sustainability Plan for 20205?

A: Timeline:

2016 consensus of sustainability plan be proposed at Yale

2050 State of Connecticut going carbon neutral- similar timeline for Yale

Last fall (2019) assembled a “task force” within the university (similar to structure and process of PCCN)

Aggressive carbon neutrality efforts due to the urgency of the situation at hand (especially after the IPCC report)

Q: What types of sustainability initiatives is the campus participating in? Especially with regard to external stakeholder groups?

A: On-campus

Building detailed model → need to account for campus growth

Lots of work needed to lead to on-campus reduction of emissions

Goal: 80% emissions reduction by 2050
First focus on scopes 1 and 2 emissions:

Emphasis on existing buildings: How do we make updates and increase efficiencies?

Need to also consider resilience measures (Need to avoid blackouts, power outages, temperature dropping etc.) How do we deal with these?

Focus on new buildings

Change in campus community behavior: that is, scheduling, growing etc.

Need to educate community on sustainability initiatives and environmentally conscious behaviors

Scope 3 emissions:

These are harder to understand → try to set goals; this is a bigger piece of the puzzle

How do we tackle these before 2050? What steps should we take toward progress on that goal in the meantime?

2050 is still a long time away; change takes time, we need everyone to start work now and do it quickly

Need to consider other ways of reaching carbon neutrality: Offsets (but additionality issues etc.) lots of factors

Urgency to address these issues is pressing

Academic Research

Big part of this work is related to responding to the climate crisis

Q: What types of connections does the university leverage to reach these aggressive goals and targets off campus?

A: City of New Haven connections

Interesting/difficult relationship with the city

Feeling as Yale is very privileged and the rest of the community has other issues
Yale University is on non-taxable land; so, missing some revenue there for city

Work together with the city on sustainability initiatives

-New Haven is a poorer city, but grateful for the generous alumni base that Yale provides for resources, donations, city positions etc.

Q: What types of strategies has Yale utilized to engage with the community?

A:

Still in beginning stages of the resiliency plan with state as well: GC3 (Governor's Council on Climate Change) strategies with state of Connecticut

Ex: Met with city on transportation (Bike Share) program

Required collaboration with city/state officials and campus groups

Urban Research Institute (URI) often connects with the city; has great contacts

Ex: URI Installment project; incarcerated people helping to plant trees in New Haven community

Ex: Yale Community Carbon Fund

Interest/collaboration from green sustainability groups in New Haven

Ex: Biodiversity plan → storm water collection with city

Grant with city to build ~200 bioswales due to the new reform in the state for cities to reduce their impervious surfaces

Utilize URI resources and employ intercity students, incarcerated individuals

Interview Notes with Mark Stewart (Sustainability Manager)

and Sally DeLeon (Senior Project Manager)

University of Maryland
Call 3/11/2020

Q: Can you touch a bit more on how the Climate Action Plan 2.0 built upon the original Climate Action Plan of 2007?

A: Sally and Mark created 2.0 to make the version easier for readers to understand and digest; stuck to the most basic points and goals to achieve

History of planning:

2007 charter for University of Maryland to join APCUCC

Primary objectives: cutting CO2 emissions 50% by 2025; carbon neutral by 2050

Students pushed for more aggressive plan as a result of the 2018 IPCU report on climate change (wanted carbon neutrality by 2025 rather than by 2050)

Need to think about strategies and costs of doing so

Q: What are the major differences between the University of Maryland at College Park and the other satellite campuses? How do each approach sustainability goals and initiatives?

A: UMD has agricultural extensive research

Each campus in the UMD has their own Climate Action Plan and each does their own planning

It is an ongoing collaboration with other systems and lots of sharing between schools and networks

Utilizing consortiums and reporting tools to track metrics and progress

Q: What types of partnerships does UMD utilize and how are these relationships built and maintained?

A: Examples of key partners and schools UMD collaborates with:

Duke, UCLA, ASU (informal connections) with external schools
Big 10 and friends meetings
Northeast campus sustainability consortium
Coordination on campus with webinars
Share information on strategies and carbon pricing etc.
Co-host panels at national conferences (Ex: AASHE)
Ex: with ASU; offsetting and air travel
Lots of engagement at AASHE conferences with other schools and partners
Capital projects: Employees hired and coordinated with city
Informing the community:
Fully collaborative; especially with regards to implementation
Development process; internal first, then turns to broad goals

Q: How does the UMD form these types of partnerships? Is it more so an active or passive search for partners and collaboration on projects?

A: Depends on specific strategies and projects
Ex: Energy conservation: many different approaches (dependent on strategies) and lots of stakeholders involved
- other projects may sit dormant until time is right
Other player: Mid Atlantic Environmental Science Center (headquartered in College Park)
However, not lots of overlap, but a helpful resource

Q: How does the Environmental Finance Center play a role in public engagement and project funding?
External Collaboration Team Final Report

A: EFC is a third party contracted by the University of Maryland to create and implement strategies that work directly with UMD; lots of collaboration

Climate Action Plan 2.0

Needed to clarify responsibilities of each school and leaders on strategies

Shortcomings on bigger goals; needed to take a step back and plan out who the actual leaders were and who would be accountable to carrying out plans

Some goals specifically assigned to Office of Sustainability; others assigned to specific departments (i.e., Dept. of Transportation, Commuting)

Deliberate process to develop these strategies

Apparent in both plans

Really laying out process

How and why we are reporting are very important

Interview with Corey Hawkey

Assistant Director Sustainability Practices

Arizona State University

Call 3/17/2020

Q: Are there any metrics that ASU uses to measure success of external collaboration strategies?

A: Metrics are decentralized at ASU; but are outlined by the 8 Sustainable Development Goals in Sustainability report/plan (commitments under each goal)

There are different pieces of the university that report to different departments (3 main offices)

Office of Sustainability under the CFO and business and finance office
Focuses on overall coordination and leadership of strategies

Other offices: Facilities and Operations (focused on maintenance, buildings, energy, water etc.)

Academic

Sustainability programs include: Global Futures initiative (School of Sustainability)

These programs track and develop their own metrics to gauge success independently (i.e., number enrolled in programs, usage of resources, number of programs available)

Q: How does ASU build partnerships with the community and encourage public engagement?

A: Again, decentralized process and each department does this in their own ways based on their needs

Ex: Sustainable Cities Program: students at ASU act as consultants to businesses in the area and provide input to municipalities etc.

View success as a factor of satisfaction (from both students and clients), survey with cities asking for feedback on programs (assess how it’s going overall)

Assess on case by case basis

[metrics] depend on what you are trying to accomplish with engagement strategy/program (# of responses? Perpetual relationships? Satisfaction? Production? Resources shared?)

“Haven’t fully mastered whether engagement is successful yet”

“To be honest I don’t really know who’s done this well.”

Tools that may be helpful for customer relationship management: Salesforce? (As a tracking and recording system)

It is important that engagement is not based on a rewards system

Only people who care will participate, and may also only be driven by reward so may stop if reward is taken away (might produce bias)
Q: What is the organizational structure of sustainability initiatives like at ASU?

A: Type of hierarchy; dual departments with multi-functionality

One-Side

CFO

Business/Finance

Office of Sustainability

VP Nicole: in charge of purchasing, auxiliary services, parking, transportation, security etc.)

Facilities and Operational Development

VP: in charge of energy, recycling, water etc.)

Academics

VP: Peter Schlosser (Global Futures)

Emphasis on integrating sustainability into university practices; can do directly from office, but also rely on these partner offices to push orders out to various leadership teams

-Co-lead operations; each office pushes each other; somewhat competitive between business and facilities in terms of pursuing sustainability in each office (Works well!)

Academics side: on their own for research etc.

ASU is more centralized with central direction (as opposed to OSU where Corey used to work)

Recommendation: Look for solution finders (internally)

Ex: STARS report

Learning outcomes: put out call to provost/deans

Have them ask: What can you do to increase sustainability in your areas/departments?

Q: How does the university go about finding external partners then?
A: All of the above: look for things you need to be done first and then solicit an RFP to figure it out

Other things you prepare and signal to community that you are open for business

Let people know that you are interested in their help and have the available resources to achieve common goals

Many different approaches, little bit of everything

Ex: Food Reconnection goal

Goal: Achieve 50% food credits in AASHE STARS rating (one aspect here was acquiring locally produced food)

Important in Arizona → how can we help increase local food production? Need partners.

Put out request for information: Who is growing food and what types of food are they growing? What types of capabilities do they have?

A bit disappointed with results from responses

“Important to position ourselves to let industry know that ASU would be a buyer and enter into the community”

-Official request for information to evaluate opportunities to open business with potential partners

Ex: Carbon Neutrality partnerships

Research process extensive → Offsets; meaningful to university to dedicate funding for local purposes

Helped pursue urban forestry at Duke University

Carbon offset protocols (relied on peer validation) from Duke instead of spending more money on a third party firm

This strategy saved costs for ASU and provided opportunity for knowledge sharing between Duke and ASU

Required lots of up-front work to determine what ASU needed and was looking for)
Ex: Urban offsets
-sell offset bundles with tree planting work with cities; send funds to help this project
ASU benefits from rights to carbon credits

Process:
- clearly identify problem with goals in mind
- Be present in community/networks
- Make yourself available to discover partnerships

There is a spectrum of projects and partnerships

Things you know you’re going to need help on (Go out and get help)

Things you know you’re going to do, but not sure who can help yet (research)

Things you are not sure you’re going to do, but potentially interested in (Need to focus on learning)

Q: How are sustainability initiatives and public engagement programs accounted for in the budget?

A: Cities ASU is working with already have commitments to sustainability; so, support from municipalities is very helpful

Philanthropy

Funding: A little bit of everything

Insurance

Philanthropy (i.e., Urban Forest initiative)

Global Futures academic services that provide research and learning opportunities

Funding comes from different places as well
First ask: “What can we offer that is revenue generating?”

“What projects/programs may be mutually beneficial?”

There could be benefits brought to the university in other ways
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